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I. INTRODUCTION 
Classical potential theory is the study of functions which arise as 
potentials of charge distributions. In a celebrated thesis Frostman gave 
a systematic mathematical formulation of the basic properties of poten- 
tials. These include the equilibrium potential, balayage potential, prin- 
ciple of domination for potentials, and the energy of a potential. Kakutani 
and Doob showed that this classical theory could be identified with the 
study of Brownian motion. Brelot, Choquet and others showed that the 
basic principles of potential theory held for potentials determined by more 
general potential operators. Hunt then showed that these general opera- 
tors could be identified with a class of Markov processes. 
There is a basic difference between potentials in two dimensions 
(logarithmic potentials) and potentials in three dimensions (Newtonian 
potentials). This shows up in the probabilistic treatment by the fact that 
the appropriate process for studying logarithmic potentials is a recurrent 
process and for Newtonian potentials is a transient process. 
The generalizations which have been made, both probabilistic and 
nonprobabilistic, have been primarily for potentials which share the 
properties of Newtonian potentials. Here one studies potentials of positive 
charges. While Frostman himself dealt primarily with potentials of this 
type, he indicated the key to the study of logarithmic potentials when 
he pointed out that for these it is natural to study potentials of charge 
distributions having total charge 0. 
In this paper we give a unified treatment of potentials for general 
Markov chains. We review the basic properties of potentials associated 
with transient chains. These behave like Newtonian potentials. We then 
give a new development of potentials for recurrent chains. These behave 
* The preparation of this paper was aided by the National Science Foundation 
through a grant to the Dartmouth Mathematics Project. 
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like logarithmic potentials. Indeed, we shall see that when potentials 
with total charge 0 are studied one obtains a potential theory similar 
to that already obtained for transient potentials by Doob [3] and Hunt [S:,. 
LVhen our results are applied to random walk in three dimensions, 
\ve obtain the discrete analogue of the classical theory of the Newtonian 
potential ; while application to two dimensional random walk yields the 
analogue of the logarithmic potential theoq. Since our results are 
applicable to Markov chains in general, we thus obtain discrete \.ersions 
of the more general theory which has been worked out previously for one 
type of potential but not for the other. 
Denumerable Markov chains are in a peculiar position, in that neither 
the standard methods for finite chains nor the very general methods 
used on continuous state-spaces are applicable. LVhile powerful analytic 
tools have been developed by Doeblin and functional analysis has been 
used fruitfully by Yosida and Kakutani, in a very general framework, 
these methods apply only to trivial cases of denumerable Markov chains. 
Both approaches need to impose some restriction (Conditions D 
and K respectively), which is satisfied in all finite chains, and a wide 
variety of chains of a general type, How-ever, either condition is satisfied 
for no transient and no null recurrent denumerable Markov chain. Even 
for ergodic chains the conditions fail to be met for the most often studied 
cases: e.g., in a generalized random walk, where the process moves no 
more than k places in any one step, for a fixed finite k. 
Xs a matter of fact, the very philosophy underlying such a condition 
fails to be applicable for denumerable chains. It is supposed to assure 
that a certain set of states S is “small,” by requiring that after sufficient 
time has elapsed the probability of being in the set be smaller than a 
preassigned E. However, for ergodic chains this is reasonable only in the 
finite case, where for sufficiently small E only the empty set is small. 
For denumerable ergodic chains we can always find a finite set which is 
large, while its complement is small. 
Hence we are reduced to the combinatorial and analytic methods 
employed by Feller and Chung for denumerable chains. \f.hile theie are 
employed with great ingenuity, they do not provide a systematic approach 
to these chains. 
One of our main purposes is to show that matrix methods, which we 
used successfully for finite chains (see [7]) also provide a general approach 
to denumerable chains. While extra care is required in dealing with infinite 
matrices (e.g., the component of a product of two matrices is well defined 
only if the series converges absolutely), we have succeeded in showing 
that powerful matrix methods can be developed. 
We have applied these matrix methods to known results for discrete 
analogues of classical potential theory, which have been studied for 
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transient chains. We show that these results and their proofs take on a 
simple and often highly intuitive form in matrix language. We further 
show the power of these methods by developing such a potential theory 
for recurrent chains as well. 
While the material is organized around potential theory, it provides 
numerous results of basic interest for Markov chains, some of which were 
previously known in another context, but many of which are new. This 
section contains common definitions and a summary of fundamental 
results. Sections II and III contain detailed discussions of transient and 
recurrent chains, respectively, while Section IV contains examples. 
We assume throughout this paper that we have a denumerable Markov 
chain [using the integers as states) with transition matrix P. We assume 
that P has row sums < 1. We assume further that it is possible to go 
between any two states. 
DEFINITION. A Markov chain with transition matrix P is said to be 
tralzsient if N = I + P + P2 + . . is a convergent series. The matrix N 
is called the fwdamental mat&. (See L71.1 
A chain that is not transient is called recwred. 
THEOREM 1. A Markov chain is recwrertt if and only if the probability 
of retwning to a state is 1 for every state. For a transied chain this prob- 
ability is less than 1 for every state. 
PROOF: Let ei be the probability, starting at i, that the process does 
not return to i. If the probability of return is < 1 then the probability 
of returning infinitely often is 0. Thus with probability one there will be 
a last time in the state. That is, 
Hence 
1 = z Pj;‘ei. 
n 
Let Hii be the probability, starting at i, that i is ever reached. Then 
Nij = Hij Nii. 0) 
Hence if Nji is finite so is Nji. 
Conversely, if starting in i the process returns to i with probability 
one, then it will, with probability one, return infinitely often. Hence. Nii, 
the mean number of returns, is infinite, and the chain is not transient. 
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\:e shall interpret row vectors as measures and column vectors a3 
functions. This is motivated in part by the fact that the rows of a transi- 
tion matrix are usually considered to be measures and the columns as 
functions. 
DEFINITION. A function f is right superregular if f > Pf and right 
regular if f = Pf. A measure u is left syberregular if a > aP. It is left 
regular if a = aP. 
From our assumption that it is possible to go between any two states 
it follows that a nonnegative superregular function or measure cannot have 
a Ocomponent without being the 0 vector. 
DEFINITION. If v = limn--rao [~(l + P + . . . + P”)] exists, we say 
that v is a left potential, ,u its charge; and if E = {il,u; # 0}, then E is its 
support. In the spaceof functions,wedefine g=limwoo [(I+ P+ . . . +P”)f] 
to be a right potential and f the charge. The potential of a nonnegative 
charge is called a pure potential. 
We shall study both functions and measures, but the following duality 
theory will enable us to translate results about functions into correspond- 
ing results for measures. Let a > 0 be a superregular measure. Such an 
a always exists. Let D be a diagonal matrix with ith diagonal entry 
equal to l/c+ We define a mapping of functions into measures by 
j --f f* = fT D-l. This is an isomorphism which preserves inequalities 
and limits. Similarly, we define a mapping of measures into functions 
bYP --f DpT. For a matrix A the matrix A* = DAT D-l has the property 
that if g = Af then g* = f* A*. The fact that a is super-regular implies 
that P* is again a transition matrix, with the property that it is possible 
to go between any two states. It is transient if and only if P is transient. 
P** = P, hence P* is the most general matrix of the type we c0nsider.l 
Also, as f goes through all right superregular functions, f* goes through 
all left superregular measures. The same is true for potentials. These 
facts enable us to establish dual theorems. Duality was made use of 
in [6]. 
We shall ordinarily state theorems only for functions. The dual 
theorem may be obtained by replacing functions by measures. 
For recurrent chains the choice of a is essentially uniquely determined. 
There is a positive regular measure, unique except for a constant mul- 
tiplier, and this is the only positive superregular measure. Since a constant 
multiplier does not affect duality, this concept is uniquely determined 
1 In Sections III and IV the notation g is used in place of P* 
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for recurrent chains. For transient chains we often assume that a definite u 
(e.g., any row of N) has been selected. We find than that N* is the 
fundamental matrix of P*. 
We restrict our charges to those integrable with respect to some 
superregular measure u, i.e., af is finite. (When we say that a product 
of this type is finite, we imply that it is well defined, that is, the series 
Zi ui fj is absolutely convergent.) 
As a consequence of our restriction we obtain the following useful 
results (to be proved in Sections II and III) : 
THEOREM 2. In a transient chain, for any charge f, if g exists, then Nf 
is finite am? g = Nf. In a recurrent chain, if g exists, then af = 0. 
Let us illustrate duality in terms of this theorem. Suppose that we 
have shown that if g = lim, [(I + P + . . . + P”)f] exists, then 
~~~~~m.&==.“~pl~~ f*. Since our isomorphism preserves limits, 
+ P*“), and hence we obtain the dual result: 
If Y = lim, [,~(1 + P* + . . . + P*“)], then Y = ,uN*. But P* is the 
most general chain and v the most general left potential, and N* is the 
fundamental matrix of P*. Hence we have shown that if a left-potential 
v exists for a transient chain P, then v = ,uN. 
A useful interpretation of right potentials is in terms of a game. Let 
us imagine that a player plays a game in which he moves from state 
to state with probabilities given by P. Whenever he is in state i, he 
receives a payment of fi. Then gi is the limiting value of his total gain, 
if he starts in state i. The above theorem gives us some insight into how 
this limit may exist in the two types of chains. In transient chains Nf 
is naturally interpreted as the player’s total gain. This cannot be the 
correct interpretation in recurrent chains, since every state is entered 
infinitely often. Rather, the chain approaches “equilibrium,” in which 
the probability of being in a state is - loosely speaking - proportional 
to u, and af = 0 expresses that the expected gain in equilibrium is 0. 
Hence gi is the gain “before equilibrium is reached.” 
The following notation is used throughout: 
Let E be any set of states. The matrix BE is a matrix whose i,jth 
entry represents the probability starting at i that the set E is entered 
at state j. PE is the transition matrix of the chain obtained if the process 
is observed only when it is in one of the states in E. (See [7], p. 115.) 
=N is the matrix whose i, j entry is the mean number of times that j 
is entered, starting in i, before E is reached. =H gives the probability 
of reaching j from i before reaching E. In both these cases the value is 
0 if i or j is in E. If E consists of the single state 0, we write ON and OH. 
A useful connection between BE and PE is provided by the following 
theorem (we arrange the states so that those in E come first). 
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THEOREM 3. 
( I-Pp” 0 (I+P+Pz+ . . . +pn-1) o o =(I-PyB”. 1 
PROOF: Consider the i, i entry on left, i E E. 
I 
(I+ . . . +p”-1) o 
0 
counts 1 every time we enter j in the first n - 1 steps. 
p” 
(I+ . . . + P”-l) 
( 1 
counts 1 every time we are in a state of E, in the 
0 first 12 - 1 steps, from which we t-e-enter E at j. 
Net result is + 1 if first entry into E is at j, - 1 if the first entry 
into E on or after rz steps is at j. 
This is precisely the i, j entry on the right side. 
We will now discuss certain general results concerning potentials, 
which show the similarity between potentials for the two types of chains. 
These hold in general for transient chains, but require a weak assumption 
for recurrent chains (4.~1.). 
To make the similarity greater, we may form the extended trarzsition. 
matrix for a transient chain, which has row-sums 1. If the states were 
numbered 1, 2,, . . , we add a state 0, which will be an absorbing state, 
i.e., Poi = & We let Pi0 = 1 - sum of ith row. This assures row- 
sums of 1. (If the probability of reaching 0 is one, the extended chain is 
called an absorbing chain.) In a recurrent chain we number the states 
0, 1, 2,. . . ) where 0 will play a special role, but its choice is purelp a 
matter of convenience. 
The natural convention for the absorbing state is that g, = 0, since 
once this state is entered it cannot be left, hence our gain from then on 
is 0. W’e then have the following general results (cf. Sections II, III): 
THEOREM 4. I f  g is the potential of the charge f, then 
(1) g = “Nf + gal. 
(2) (I - P)g = f. 
(3) I f  the su@ort is contained in E, then BE g = g. 
(4) P”g -+ 0. 
Conversely, if g satisfies (2) with an ivdegrable f, and (4) holds, then g is a 
potential. (We use 1 to denote the corsstant fur&on f z 1.) 
In the transient case potentials can be represented by means of a 
positive potential operator N = I + P + P2 + . . . , as g = Nf or 
t’ = ,uN. 
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We now turn to a summary of the principal results for transient chains. 
A detailed discussion, and proofs of the theorems will be found in 
Section II. Some of the results on general potentials are contained in 
Doob’s paper [3], while others may be obtained by specializing Hunt’s 
general results [6]. We have included these previously known results 
with original results here for two reasons: We wish to show how matrix 
methods can be used to provide a unified treatment, and we want to 
enable the reader to compare these theorems to corresponding results on 
recurrent chains. 
A useful device in proving theorems is the following. Let h > 0 be 
right superregular. Let D be a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 
given by l/h;. Then the matrix P = DPD-l is again a transition matrix 
of the type we consider. It has fundamental matrix fi = DND-1. We 
define the mapping of functions into functions by u + zi = Du. This 
is a one-to-one mapping which preserves inequalities and limits. If u is 
right superregular, regular, or a potential for P, then ti is the same for p. 
Hence if we wish to prove an inequality or a limiting relation between 
these quantities for the process determined by P it is sufficient to prove 
the corresponding relation for the P process. This is often easier. (The 
p process is also called the h-process.) This device is peculiar to transient 
chains, since for recurrent chains the only positive superregular functions 
are constant functions. It was first used systematically in [3]. 
If g = Nf is a pure potential, then g is superregular, since (I- P)g=f. 
The following theorem gives the relation between potentials and super- 
regular functions. 
THEOREM. If h is a fzonnegative superregular function then it can bi 
uniquely represented in the form h = g + Y where g is a pure potemtial 
and r is right regular. 
THEOREM. The matrix N is a minimal positive right inverse for I - P. 
It is also a minimal positive left inverse. 
DEFINITION. For any set E the hitting vector vE is a vector whose ith 
component represents the probability, starting at i, that E is ever reached. 
The escape vector 8 is a vector whose ith component represents the 
probability that on the first step the process leaves E and never returns. 
DEFINITION. A set E is called an equilibrium set if there is a pure 
right potential which has the value 1 on the set and support in the set. 
The potential is called the equilibrium potential. 
DEFINITION. If g = Nf is a potential, we define its energy to be 
I(g) = f* g = f= D-l g. 
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If gE* gE is finite, i.e., ,ZiieE ai gi2 is finite, then 
where mi = 1 - ZJBE PE, and ni = ai - zkEE ak Pfj are nonnegative. 
Let S, = .ZW f(X,). Then if cc = ?IN is a potential and Var, [S,] 
is finite 
I(g) = l/2 Far, (Sf) + f* f + bf)*l. 
DEFINITION. Let E be an equilibrium set with equilibrium potential 
rE = NeE. Then the capacity of E, denoted by C(E), is 
C(E) = a - eE = eE* - 1. 
\Ve discuss also generalized capacities in the sense of Choquet. 
THEOREM. -4 set E is an equilibrium set if and only if the set is entered 
finitely often for any starting distribution. When this is the case the 
equilibrium potential is the hittilzg oector vE a?zd the charge is the escape 
rlector eE. 
THEOREM. Sufipose that P = P*. Let E be an eqzlilibrium set. Then 
the equilibrium potential vE minimizes energy among all pure potentials 
g = Nf with support in E ad such that a. f = C(E). 
THEOREM. (Principle of domination) If g is a pure potential which 
dominates a pure potential f on the support of f, then it dominates [ eve- 
r?lwh.eYe. 
THEOREM. (Principle of Balayage) If g is a pure potedial and E any 
set of states, there is a pure potential g with support in E and such that 
[= g on E, 
g < g everywhere. 
THEOREM. (Principle of lower envelope) The minimum of two pure 
potentials is a pure potential. 
THEOREM. The balayage potential is the .infimum of all pure potentials 
which dominate g eta E. It is the su#wemum of all pure potentials with 
support in E and less than OY equal to g on E. 
THEOREM. (Principle of Condensers) Let E be an equilibrizcm set 
and F any other set. Then there is a potential g = Nf such that g = 1 
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on E, 0 0% F and the su@ort of f f  is in E and off- is in F. The total chavge 
of f  is 2 0. 
When F is the empty set this is called the eqzlilibrizm pvinci@e. 
Let G be an arbitrary nonnegative matrix. Then we can consider the 
class of potentials determined by G as the class of measures ,uG and 
functions Gf, when these are defined. It would be reasonable to call G 
a potential kernel if one or more of the basic principles of potential theory 
hold. A fundamental matris is a potential kernel in this sense. The 
question arises as to how general a class of kernels is the class of fun- 
damental matrices. In the finite case this has been answered by Choquet 
and Deny [l]. We discuss this problem for denumerable matrices. 
Many of the basic descriptive quantities for a transient chain satisfy 
an equation of the type 
(I - P)h = f, 
where f  > 0 is a known function. Thus h is superregular, and if it is 
known further that h is a potential, we have 
h=Nf. 
We give simple sufficient conditions for h to be a potential, and use 
these results to give explicit expressions for several descriptive quan- 
tities. 
We now summarize basic results for recurrent chains. Details will be 
found in Section III. 
In the recurrent case we show that af = 0 is a necessary condition, 
or dually, p must have total measure 0. 
In this case we have dual positive matrices G and C such that - G 
and - C are potential operators. These are 
I  
and Cii = lim [N$) - N$‘], 
n 
where N$j is the mean number of times that the process is in j in the 
first n steps, starting at i. It is shown that G exists if and only if the 
limiting probabilities OJi = lirn,, +P$ OHki exist for a fixed state 0. 
And C exists if and only if A exists. If both of these conditions 
is fulfilled, we say that the chain is normal. 
All ergodic (positive recurrent) chains are normal. 
We know of no chain that fails to be normal, but we cannot prove 
that all null chains are normal. We have verified that important special 
cases of null chains are. This includes random walk in one and two 
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dimensions and sums of identically distributed independent random 
variables with mean 0 and finite variance.2 
DEFINITION. f is a weak charge if Gf and ,uG are both finite, where 
(1, = fj a;. 
THEOREM. In a normal chain, if f is a weak charge, then g exists, and 
g = - Gf is a bounded fiotential. 
DEFINITION. iiiE is the limit of the probability measure which gives 
the probability that after n steps the set E is entered at i. 
DEFINITION. If ilE exists and Zj liE = 1, then E is a small set, 
THEOREM. In a normal chain a bounded function g is a potential aith 
support in a small set E if and only if it is regular outside E and lE g = 0. 
Analogues of such classical potential theory results as those dealing 
with the concepts of capacity and energy, and the principle of balayage 
are given. 
For energy we have an expression similar to that obtained in the 
transient case. Let g be a potential with charge f  and assume that gE* . gE 
is finite. (E is the support of f.) Let 
Then 
I(g) = $ ma [fl + f* fl. 
For balayage we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Ij E is a small set in a normal chain and h is a bounded 
junction on E, then there is a unique potential with support in E that differs 
from h by a constant on E. The constant is LE h. 
Much stronger results are possible for noncychc ergodic chains. 
THEOREM. All ergodic chains are normal, and Cii = Mi, ai (&I being 
the mean first passage time). I f  af = 0, Gf is fi-nite, then the potential 
exists and g = - Gf. All integrable potentials are of this form. 
2 (Footnote added in proof.) An example of a nonnormal chain has been constructed 
by S. Orey. Also F. Spiker has shown that sums of independent random variables 
are always normal. 
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We also obtain a much stronger version of balayage. All sets are 
small in an ergodic chain, and it suffices to require that h be integrable - 
it need not be bounded. 
For integrable functions in an ergodic chain we obtain the following 
simple picture. Each such function is uniquely represented as a potential 
plus a constant. The potentials are characterized by the fact that their 
integral is 0. The operator (I - P) maps this space onto the space of 
charges, which is a proper subspace of the functions with integral 0. 
The inverse mapping -G maps the charges onto the integrable potentials. 
Hence, if h is integrable, - G[(I - P)Jz] is the potential part of h. 
It is shown that ai MiE (where MiE is the mean time to return to the 
set E from its element i) is 2iE computed for the reverse chain. Hence 
Kac’s theorem that ZiEE Q MiE = 1 is a consequence of the fact that 
all sets are small in an ergodic chain. 
For a strong ergo&c clzai~z (a name we give if ah1 is finite), let 
A = lim, P”, then we have the following even stronger result: 
THEOREM. Z = 2zEo (P - A)" exists. Zl = 1, aZ = a, a%d Z is a 
two sided koerse of (I - P + A), which may be used as the potential 
operator for either measures OY fu?actiwu. 
Thus the analogy to the transient case is particularly good in the 
strong ergodic case. 
A by-product of this approach is an explicit expression for all moments 
of the first passage times. 
A brief discussion of some limit-arguments is in order. Since our 
limits will be componentwise limits, we may reduce arguments about 
matrix products to those concerning the product of a measure and a 
function. We are thus interested in two types of limits, limit of a sequence 
of functions integrated with respect to a fixed measure, and limit of a 
fixed function integrated with respect to a sequence of measures. 
First, let n be a fixed finite measure, and kc”) a sequence of functions 
bounded by the same (constant) bound. If h(“) -h, then nh(“) - nh, 
by the dominated converge theorem. 
But if we consider a sequence ZZ@) -+ 7~ of finite measures, of total 
absolute measure < M, and a fixed bounded function h, it does not 
follow that &) h - nh. We need only choose &‘) as a measure assigning 
unit weight to state n and 0 otherwise, and let h(“) = 1. Then SZ@) h = 1, 
but nh = 0. We will, therefore, establish two sufficient conditions, which 
will be used throughout the paper. 
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CONDITION 1: If Iz has components tending to 0, then z(“) h --+x/z. 
We see this as follows. If (hiI < B, Zijizil < M, then 
K 
17th - T’“J hl < 2 /37i - ?Tl*‘l hil + 2 [(Xi1 + ITC.I”‘l] ’ Ihj(. 
1=1 i I, h- 
K’e first choose K large enough so that j!zil < E/~M for i > K. Then we 
choose n large enough so that jxi - xi(“)] < &/BK for i < I<. Then our 
difference is less than 2~. 
CONDITION 2: If the function h and the measures are nonnegative, 
and & xi(“) *Z; ;t,, then ZZ(“) h + nh. The following simple argument 
will establish this. For any subsequence for which z(“) h converges, 
nh < lim n(*) Iz by the fact that the integral of the limit cannot exceed 
the limits of the integrals. If h< Bl, then n(Bl- h) < lim (Rx(“)1 - d”)h), 
for the same reason. But lim xc”) 1 = ~1, hence we have that 
zh < lim d”)h < nh. Thus every convergent subsequence has ;zh as a 
limit, hence *x(“)h -+ nh. This condition is applicable, in particular, when 
the z(“) are probability measures converging to a probability measure, 
and h is any nonnegative function. 
II. TRANSIENT CHAINS 
THEOREM 1. I f  a is a fiositive superregular meas,ure, theft a dominates 
a multiplr of a row of N. 
PROOF: Let y be the first row of N. Choose E small enough so that 
v1 < al. 
Let P = min (a, EY). 
P <a. 
22 = /3(I - P) > 0, q # 0. 
.rc(I+ . . . +P”-l)=P(I-P”)<a. 
Therefore, nN < a. Any row for which 7ci> 0 will do. 
THEOREM 2. If af is finite, thelz Nf and pN are both fixife (p = fT D-l). 
PROOF: We may prove this separately for f +, f-. Thus we may 
assume f > 0. By Theorem 1, Nf has at least one finite component, say 
component 0. 
Nok = jNok + Hoi Nik ; 
1 
Nik < z NOk. 
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Thus, 
Hence all components are finite. 
Since af is finite, ill is finite. The columns of N are bounded, since 
Nii ,< Nii. Hence ,uN is finite. 
COROLLARY 1. If af is finite, then 
g = lim (I + . . . + P)f = Nf. 
PROOF: We may assume f >, 0 as in the theorem. Then we have 
dominated convergence. 
COROLLARY 2. (I - P)g = f. 
COROLLARY 3. If (I - P)h = f, af finite, thelz h is a potential if and 
only if P”h ---f 0. 
PROOF: 
h= Phff, 
h=P”h+(I+ . . . +P”-l)f. 
The second term converges to Nf. Hence if P” h ---+ 0, h = Nf is 
a potential. Conversely, if h is a potential, h = Nf by Corollary 1, hence 
Pn h -b 0. 
Since a row of N is a superregular measure, we now see that our 
requirement that f be integrable with respect to some superregular 
measure is equivalent to the condition that Nf is finite. Thus the most 
general potential is of the form g = Nf. 
THEOREM 3. If h is a lzonsegative superregular functiola then h may be 
kquely represented i.n the form 
h=g+r 
where g is a pure potential and 7 is regular, 7 > 0. 
PROOF: Since h is superregular we have 
h>Ph>P2h> . . . 20. 
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Thus P” h converges to a function Y. This function is clearly regular. Mso 
h=P”f’h+(I+P+...+P”)(h-Ph) 
Passing to the limit we have Iz = r + Nf where j = (I - P)h. 
To prove uniqueness let us assume that h = 4 + Y with g a potential 
and Y regular. Then 
P”h= P”g+r, 
and by Corollary 3 above, lim P” h = Y. Hence Y is determined by h, 
and thus g is also. 
The regular part of the above representation theorem can be char- 
acterized as follows : It is the largest nonnegative regular function 
dominated by h. To see this let s be any nonnegative regular function 
such that s < h. Then P” s < P” h. The left side is s and the right side 
approaches Y. Hence s < r. 
COROLLAR\- 1. If  h is a uomegative szlperregular fun&on domilzated 
b?v a potential then h is a potential. 
PROOF: To prove this it is sufficient to prove that the regular part 
of h in the representation is 0. But if h < g where g is a potential then 
P” h < P” g and P” g tends to 0. Hence P” h approaches 0 also. 
COROLLARY 1. Let g = Nf be a pure potedial. Then g is the minimal 
positive sol&ion of the equation 
(I - P)x = f. (2) 
In particular, N is the minimal right inverse of I - P. (D,ually it is also 
the minimal left inverse of I - P.) 
PROOF : If x is a solution of (2), it is superregular and by the representa- 
tion theorem :Y = Nf + Y, where r 3 0. 
Let us apply the decomposition to the constant function, which is 
always superregular. Its potential part is N. (I - P)l, which is the 
probability that the process terminates in a finite number of steps. Hence 
the regular part is the probability of the process continuing indefinitely. 
If we form the extended chain, then the potential part of 1 is the prob- 
ability of absorption, while the regular part is the probability of “going 
to infinity”. The extended chain is absorbing if and only if 1 is a potential. 
From this we can infer that the infimum of a column of N must 
be 0, unless the extended chain is absorbing: A column of N is a potential; 
if its infimum is positive, then it dominates a constant function and 
hence 1 is a potential. Therefore, the extended chain is absorbing. 
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Assume that g is a pure potential with support E. Then, if we form 
the g-process for this process, 1 is a potential. Hence with probability 
one the g-process will leave the set of all states. But it can leave only 
from a state with corresponding row sum < 1, that is, from the support 
E of g. Hence the g-process will with probability one reach the support 
of g from any starting state. 
By Theorem 3 of Section I, 
(I-P)B”=(IPE 1%). 
and the columns of BE are potentials, having the columns of the matrix 
on the right as charges. 
Let h > 0 be superregular. If we form the h-process we obtain a 
new matrix BE for this process. A straightforward matrix calculation 
shows that 
BE = DB= D-l. 
THEOREM 4. Let h > 0 be superregular. Then BE h < h for any set E. 
If g is a potelztial with support in E, then BE g = g. 
PROOF: Form the h-process. Then BE h < h is equivalent to BE 1 < 1. 
But this is obvious since BE 1 is the probability of ever hitting E, for the 
h-process. If g is a potential we know that the g process reaches the 
support of g with probability 1. Hence BE 1 = 1, and BE g = g. 
THEOREM 5. A set E is an equilibrium set if and only if the set is entered 
only finitely often, with probability 1, for any starting distribution. When 
this is the case the equilibrium potential is the hitting vector vE and the charge 
is the escape vector 8. 
PROOF: By Theorem 4, the equilibrium potential must be BE 1 = vE. 
Since eE = (I - P)vE, vE is always superregular. By the basic representa- 
tion theorem 
zfE = NeE + yE, 
where F = lim,,, P* vE. But (P v~)~ gives the probability that the 
process is ever in E after time 12, starting at i. Its limit is 0 if and only 
if the probability that E is entered infinitely often is 0. Hence vE is a 
potential if and only if the probability of entering E infinitely often is 0 
for all starting states. 
COROLLARY 1. All finite sets are equilibrium sets. 
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PROOF: For a finite set the mean number of times in the set is finite 
for all starting states. Hence the probability of entering infinitelv often 
must be 0. 
(‘~RoLL.~RY 2. Every pure potential is the limit of au irweasin< se- 
quence of fiotentials xghose charges haz)e finite sz@ort. 
PROOF: Let g be a pure potential. By forming the g-process we see 
that it is sufficient to consider the case g = 1. Let E, C E, c . . . be an 
increasing sequence of finite sets whose union is the set of all states. 
Then the potentials ~1~6 are increasing and tend to I as it -+ W. 
THEOREM 6. If g = Nf is a nonnegatizle fioterztial, ccf is fide, ad 
a P” -+ i), thelz af >, 0. 
PROOF: Let z = a(I - P) > 0. Since a/ is required to be finite, 
O<n(I+P+ . . . + Pnml)f+ = a(1 - P”)f+ f  af+. 
Hence, applying dominated convergence twice, 
nNf+ = af+ - limaP”f+ = af+. 
And similarly for f-. Thus, af = ng > 0. 
Consider now a potential g = Nf. Recall that the energy of a potential 
was defined relative to a given a as 
l(g) = f* g = f  r D-1 0”. 
In the classical definition, energy is the integral of the potential with 
respect to its charge, and we have adopted the obvious analogue. We can 
write energy either purely in terms of its charge, or purely in terms of the 
potential. 
I(g) = f* . Nf = g*(I - P) . g. 
The latter expression disguises the fact that the energy depends on11 
on the values of the potential on the support E. We can emphasize this 
fact in the form: 
I(g) = &*(I - PE) * gE. 
If go* gE is finite, i.e., zdEE Q gi2 is finite, then the espression for the 
energy may be written as an absolutely convergent triple product, and 
we obtain 
where nz; = 1 - ZjEE e, and zrzi = ai - ZkEE ah Pf; are nonnegative.3 
~~~__ 
3 That aE PE < Q is shown in Section III, Lemma 1. 
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Thus, under the given restriction, we see that I(g) > 0. Suppose that 
I(g) = 0. The first term can be 0 only if g is a constant, This is a 
potential only if the extended chain is absorbing, but then some mj > 0. 
Hence the energy is 0 only if g = 0. 
Our restriction obviously holds if E is finite. And since we can 
approximate any potential by potentials of finite support, we may 
conclude that I(g) is always a positive definite form, defined on the space 
of potentials with finite energy. 
If g and g are two potentials with finite energy, we define 
This has all the properties of an inner product, and (g, g) = I(g). Hence 
we have Schwarz’s inequality : 
When a = nN is a potential, a probabilistic expression for the inner 
product may be given as follows: Let us start the chain with the measurers. 
(If this measure is infinite, this is treated the same way, but the prob- 
ability interpretation does not hold.) 
Let S, = ,Z’” f(X,). In our gambling interpretation S, is the total 
winning when payments are made by f. Then, provided the quantities 
involved are finite, a computation like that in [7] p. 86, shows that for 
two potentials g = Nf and g = Nj. 
Hence 
cov* [Sf, $1 = f* g + P g - f* / - (af) (cd,. 
(g, 8 = f [covnL% Sfi + f* i + (af) Cai)l. 
In particular 
I(g) = + FarnL%l + f*f + (af121. 
All of the quantities in this expression are obviously positive. 
Let E be an equilibrium set with equilibrium potential 7jE = NeE. 
Then we define the capacity of E, denoted by C(E), to be 
C(E) =a-eE=eE*-1. 
Note that this is the energy of the equilibrium potential. 
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THEOREM 5. Suppose that P = P* Let E be a?L equilibrium set. Then 
the equilibrium potential minimizes energy am.ong all @we potentials rith 
support i?z E such that cc * f  = C(E). 
PROOF: Let g = Nf be a potential with support in E and such that 
x. ,i = C(E). Since P = P*, (g, $) = C(E). Hence. by Schwarz’ 
inequality we ha\-e 
I(g) $$= g=C(E), 
and C(E) is the energy of the equilibrium potential 
Choquet has introduced a generalized notion of capacity. In ous 
case his definition takes the following form: 
DEFINITION. A capacity is a nonnegative monotone increasing set 
function, such that for any sets A,, A,,. ., A,, 
C(-A,nA,n . . . nA+l) < zC(Ai) - rC(riiUAj) 
I r+i 
+ ,rC(A,UA+4k)- . . . (-l)“C(A,UA,U...U.4,). 
i#j#k 
A simple way of constructing one of these capacities is the following: 
For some fixed starting distribution rc, let C(E) be the probability of e\:er 
entering E. This is a monotone set function. The right side of the in- 
equality is the probability that all sets are entered. The left side is the 
probability that the intersection of the sets is entered, which is one way 
of entering all sets, though in general not the only one. Hence Choquet’s 
definition is satisfied. 
Our own definition of capacity is a special case of this, where 
,x = eE*. Hence our capacity satisfies Choquet’s definition. 
.A more general method for obtaining capacities is to choose a positive 
superregular function h, and any nonnegative measure .x, and define 
C(E) = nBE h. 
To show that this satisfies the definition of Choquet, \ve form the h- 
process. Then 
C(E) = nD-1 BE 1. 
For the h-process BE 1 is the probability of hitting E from various starting 
states; TcD-~ may be thought of as a positive combination of starting 
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distributions, hence we have a positive combination of capacities of the 
previously mentioned type, which are again monotone and satisfy the 
inequalities. 
As an alternate approach, we could use our definition of capacity 
only for finite sets, and then define the capacity of an arbitrary set to 
be the supremum of the capacities of its finite subsets. We will show, 
under an additional assumption, that this definition agrees with the above 
one on equilibrium sets, and assigns infinite capacity to nonequilibrium 
sets. (That the latter assertion fails to be true without the special 
assumption will be shown in the section on examples.) 
THEOREM 8. If N* = DNT D-l has columns which tend to 0, then a 
set for which the supremum of the capacities of its finite subsets is finite 
is an equibibrium set, and the supremum is the capacity of the set. 
PROOF: Let E have the specified property, and E, c E, c , . . be 
an increasing sequence of finite sets, whose union is E. We must show 
that vE is a potential, and that 
sup C(E,) = C(E). 
The sequence vEa is monotone increasing, and converges to zE, as is 
clear from the probabilistic interpretation. If i E E,, then the ith compo- 
nent of the charge eEn decreases from that point on. Hence these charges 
converge to some function d. Since N has columns that tend to 0, and 
2) ey = C(E,) < C(E), 
eEn* N* -+ z* N*. 
Or, by duality, 
vEn = NeEfl --+ Na. 
Hence vE = NC, and thus E is an equilibrium set. 
d = (I - P)vE = eE. 
C(E) = aeE = ad < lim C(E,). 
But C(E,) < C(E), hence C(E) = sup C(E,). 
We return now to the fundamental matrix N and prove that the 
potentials determined by N satisfy many of the basic principles of 
potential theory. 
THEOREM 9. (Principle of Domination) If g is a pure potedial which 
domirtates a pure potential g on the support of g, then it dominates g 
everywhere. 
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PROOF: Let E be the support of g. Then by Theorem 4, g > BE :. 
Since g dominates [ on E, BE g > BE g. Again by Theorem 1, BE ,c = p. 
THEOREM 10. (Principle of Balayage) If g is any pure potential, 
and E a,?~!, set, then there is a unique potential 2 with support ~JS E and 
such that 
E=g 0% E, 
[ < g everywhere. 
PROOF: Form the g-process. Then the problem is equivalent to 
finding, for this process, a potential which is 1 on the set E and < 1 
everywhere. The equilibrium potential for E is such a potential. (This 
exists, since the g-process is absorbing.) Uniqueness follows since 
gzz BE{- BEg. 
If E is any set, and g a potential, we refer to the S given by the theorem 
as the balayage potential for g on E. The following theorem and its 
corollaries characterize the balayage potentials. 
THEOREM 11. (Principle of Lower Envelope) The compoflentwise 
irtfimum of a set of pwe potelztials is a pure potential. 
PROOF: Let g be the infimum of a set of pure potentials. (g exists 
since the potentials are bounded by 0 from below.) It is easily seen 
that g is superregular, and it is dominated by potentials, hence it is a 
potential. The charge (I - P)g is nonnegative, since g is superregular. 
Hence g is a pure potential. 
COROLLARY 1. The balayage potential g is the infimum of all pure 
potentials which dominate g on E. 
PROOF: Let g be the infimum of all potentials which dominate Nf 
on E. This infimum is a potential by Theorem 11; g = Nf. It is clear 
that [ = Nf on E, and g < Nf everywhere. Hence, by Theorem 10, 
all that we need to show is that the support of g is in E. Let i be a state 
not in E, and let di be a column vector which is 1 in the ith component 
and 0 otherwise. Let 
and 
f” = f’ + fi Pd’. 
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Then, 
Nf” = Nf’ + ji(N - I)& 
= g - ii di. 
But Nf” dominates Nf on E, and hence by the infimum property of g, 
we must have /; = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. If E is an equilibrium set, then the equilibrium potential 
is the infimum of all pure $otentials having values > 1 on the set E. 
THEOREM 12. (Principle of Condensers) Let E be an equilibrium set 
and F any other set. Then there is a potential g = Nf such that g = 1 
on E, 0 012 F, and the support of f+ is in E and that of f- is ia F. 
PROOF: Let gi = FHiE be the probability starting at i that E is 
reached before hitting F. Then 0 < g < vE. The latter is a potential, 
and hence Pn g -+ 0. Thus g is a potential. The charge is 
f = (I - P)g. (3) 
From (3), and the probabilistic interpretation of the quantities involved, 
we see that for i in E, fi is the probability of not returning to E before 
hitting F. For i in ETF, f; = 0. For i in F, - fi is the probability of 
reaching E before returning to F. 
The classical principle further asserts that the integral of the charge 
is nonnegative. This follows from Theorem 6 if aP” + 0. 
We turn now to the question of characterizing matrices which may 
be considered potential kernels. In the case of finite matrices this has 
been answered very elegantly by Choquet and Deny: In this case G is 
called nondegenerate if it has an inverse. Then all functions and measures 
are potentials. Assuming G is nondegenerate they proved the following 
three theorems. 
THEOREM A. The principle of balayage is satisfied if and only if the 
princi$de of domirtation is satisfied. 
THEOREM B. If G satisfies the principle of balayage then G satisfies the 
principle of lower envelope. If G satisfies the principle of lower envelope 
then there is a unique permutation of the columns of G such that the resulting 
matrix satisfies the principle of balayage. 
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THEOREM C. The matrix G satisfies the firimiple of halayage if and 
only if it is of the form 
shere A is a diagonal matrix with strictly positive entries and S ,is a wn- 
Ileqati7*e matrix. 
If d = I, the kernel G is called elementary. If G is elementary and 
the principle of equilibrium holds, then S is the transition matrix of a 
transient chain. Thus in the finite case the transient chains provide a 
large class of the possible potential operators. 
We shall now briefly discuss this problem for the infinite case. Here 
things become considerable more difficult. We shall say that G is non- 
degenerate if the only charge which produces a 0 potential is the 0 charge. 
\I’e have seen that when G is the fundamental matrix of a transient 
chain both domination and balayage hold. \Ve shall now give an example 
of a nondegenerate G where this is not the case. 
Let G = E + I where E is a matrix of all 1’s. Then f > 0 is a right 
potential charge if and only if ~iifi < 00. We shall show first that domina- 
tion holds. 
Let f and j be charges such that Gf dominates Gj on E, the support 
of 7. Putting s = 2; fi and S = Zi ii this means that 
s+f;>S+jl on E. (4 
We must prove that 
s+fi>s for i in E. 
Is is sufficient to prove that s > 9. Assume first that E is finite, with 
12. elements. Then adding the inequalities (4) we have 
(n + 1)s > ns + 2 fi >, (92 + 1)s. 
iEE 
Hence s >, S. Assume now that E is infinite. Then since 
fi>S-s+ j; 
we could not have S > s and still have Zfi< 00. 
We next show that balayage does not hold. Consider the left potential 
(%I, 1, . ..) = (l,O,O, . ..)G 
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obtained by putting a unit mass at state 1. Let us try balayage for 
the set E consisting of all states except 1. Then we must have a char-g6 
!L with support E and having potential ‘V equal to 1 on this set. 
Let v = (0, pn, p,, . . .)G be such a potential. Then we must have 
co 
1 =pi+ xpk 
k=2 
for i in E. But this means that all the FL; are equal and this is impossible 
since their sum must be finite. 
The example just considered has the interesting property that every 
restriction to a finite set is the fundamental matrix of a transient chain. 
This means that the following form of restricted balayage holds: We say 
that finite balayage holds if for every pure potential with finite support 
and every finite set E it is possible to find a potential with support E 
equal to the given potential on E and < this potential everywhere. 
Similarly we say that finite domination holds if the principle of domination 
holds for the class of pure potentials with charges having finite support. 
For these restricted principles we can prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 13. Finite domifiatiolz on the right holds if and only if finite 
balayage on the left holds. 
PROOF: Assume first that finite left balayage holds. Let g = Gf 
and [ = Gf be pure potentials with charges having finite support. Assume 
that ; dominates [ on the support E of g. We shall prove that g dominates 
g everywhere. Let ~7 = e@) G be the left potential of the unit charge at i. 
By balayage there is a potential v = ,uG with support E and such that 
v = q on E and v < 17 everywhere. Thus 
(Gj)i = di) Gj = ,uGf < pGf < di) Gf = (Gf);. 
We next prove that finite domination on the right implies finite 
balayage on the left. When E is a finite set we write the matrix G in a 
form listing states in E first: 
We shall use the easily verified fact that finite domination on the 
right is equivalent to requiring that for any finite set E, nonnegative 
function f, and arbitrary function f, 
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implies 
Let E be a finite set and a’ = !lN be a left potential with finite support. 
\Ye write ,LL = (,ui,pa), separating components in E from those in i?, 
and define fi = (ii,, 0). 
where 
A = (~1 G, + ~a G,F,-l, 
= pl + 1~2 G, G,-l. 
Gi-i exists by the assumption of nondegeneracy of G. It is clear that 
jrG = FG on E, and we must prove that ,6G < ,uG on 8. That is, 
fiGa < PI G, + ~2 G,. 
We apply the equivalent form of domination choosing f to be a column 
of I and f a column of - Gi-lG,. Then 
G,(- G,-l G2) + G, I> 0, 
and by domination 
Thus, 
G3( - G,-l G,) + G4 12 0. 
G, G,-l G, < G, I. 
Multiplying by ,~s we have 
rua G G,-l Ga < ~2 G, 
or 
lul G, = ~11 G, + ~2 G, 6-l G2 < ~1 G, + ~2 6. 
We have not investigated the extent to which Theorem B holds for 
the infinite case though this is a very interesting problem. A theorem 
like Theorem C has been proved by Hunt but under a restriction which 
in the denumerable case reduces to the assumption that G has columns 
which tend to 0. Under this assumption we can prove the following. 
THEOREM 14. Assume that G has columns which tend to 0. Then if G 
satisfies left balayage, it can be written in the form 
G = (I + S + S2 + . . .)A 
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r&ere S is a nonnegatioe matrix and A is a diagonal matrix with entries 
strictly positizk~.4 
PROOF. Consider the potential ei G of a unit charge at i. By left 
balayage there is a potential si G with support X - {i} equal to .si G on 
this set and < E” G at i. Doing this for every i we obtain 
G=SG+A, (5) 
where S is a nonnegative matrix and A is a diagonal matrix with positive 
entries. The entries are strictly positive, since otherwise we would have 
a solution to j)G = 0 which was nonzero. From (5) we see that S2 G and 
by induction S”G is finite. Thus 
(I - S)(I + S + S2 + . . . + S”)G = (I + S + S2 + . . . + S”)A. 
Hence 
G > (I - S”+‘)G = (I + S + S2 + . . . + S”)A. 
Thus I + S + S* + . . . is a convergent series. Also S” ---f 0, and since G 
has columns which tend to 0, thus Sn+l G -> 0. 
G=(I+S+F+ . ..)A. 
This result would suggest that potential theory should be studied for 
potential operators of the form 
G=(I+S+S2+ . ..)A. 
where A is a diagonal matrix with positive entries and S a nonnegative 
matrix. 
Many of the basic descriptive quantities for a transient chain satisfy 
an equation of the type 
(I - P)h = f 
where h > 0 is a known function. Thus h is superregular, and if it is 
known that it is a potential, we have 
h=Nf. 
4 (Footnote added in proof.) This theorem uses a stronger version of balayage 
than we have established. It uses the fact that the total charge of the balayage 
potential is no greater than the total charge of the original potential - a fact that 
is easy to prove for our potentials. Only through this result do we know that 57 
has row sums bounded by 1. 
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The functions which occur are usually of the following type. 
Let w = (u)r, cu2,. . .) be a typical sample sequence for our chain. 
Define Tw = (q, m3,. . .). For z a function of w, define Tz to be the 
function with (Tz) (co) = z(To). Assume that z > 0 and that Mi[z] 
exists for every starting state. Then the function f defined by fi = Mj[z] 
is superregular if and only if Tz < z. In this case lim T” z exists, and f 
is a potential if and only if this limit is 0. The following conditions are 
useful sufficient conditions for this to happen. 
CONDITION X. Let z be nonnegative with Tz < z. Let E be an 
equilibrium set. Assume that Z(Q) = 0 for almost all paths which do not 
go through E. 
This condition assures lim T” z = 0 since almost all paths from some 
time on have no state in E. 
The next condition relates to chains whose extended chain is absorbing. 
CONDITION B. If the extended chain is absorbing, z is nonnegative 
with Tz < z, and z has value 0 for any o which starts with the absorb- 
ing state. 
In an absorbing chain almost all paths are after a finite time in the 
absorbing state. Hence lim T” z = 0. 
We now consider some applications of these conditions. 
Consider an absorbing chain and let t be the time to absorption. Let 
fik = fili[?]. Assume that for some k these means exist. As usual, let 0 be 
the absorbing state, and P the transient transition matrix (i.e. for 
i,j>O). Then 
Mi [tk] = 2 Pji Mi [(t + l)k] + Pi0 - 1 
i>O 
= ~PiiM@(;)t’l + Pie, 
i>O 
fk= Pfk-+ z;) ] Pf’$L 
I=1 
(I - P)fk = y (1) Pf’ + 1. 
1-l 
By Condition B, fk is a potential. Hence 
fk= .:(i,)pf~+I?L 
I=1 
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This enables us to obtain the f’ recursively. We next give an explicit 
expression for fk. Following Feller ([5], p. 58). 
A(r, PZ) = number of ways of putting r balls into 12 boxes, leaving 
none empty. 
Feller gives 
k 
A(r,?z) = &y (- 1)’ ; 
0 
(tt - v)’ 
V=O 
= z: (- l)*+f)v v=o 
A (780) = ho, A(7,l) = 1 - d,@ 
A (7, n) = 0 if n > 7. 
LEMMA. 
k 
c 
i=??I 
(- l)‘i.(ki: ‘) [A(i,m+l)+A(i,m)]=A(k+l,m+l). 
PROOF: We may sum from i = 0, since the i < m terms are 0. 
&-l)i+qk;l) [A(i,m+ 1) +A(i,m)l 
i=O 
= ~(-l)i+kri’)~(-l,-+l+~[(“;t’)-(~)]vi 
i=O v=o 
m+l k . > 
= 2 (- 1)m+l+v (*:,) Z’(-l)~+kjky)v’ 
v=l \. -’ i=O \ _ I 
m+l 
= 2 (- l)“+l 
V=l 
.+v 
( ‘1 
vTl [@+I-(v- l)k+l] 
m+l 
= 2 (- l)m+l+" 
V=l 
m+l 
= 2 
V==O 
@-+l+ jj(- l)m+'i'~)@+~ 
V 
VCO 
yk+l=A(k+l,m+l). 
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THE~RE~I 15. 
k 
f” = 2 (- l)k+” A(k, m)N” 1. 
m-o 
PROOF: fo = I and fl = Nl are correct. Assume the theorem for k. 
\I’e know that 
Pf’+Nl 
right side 
= /jjk;‘)(N-l)~+l 
i=O 
= ji”t’) i(-l)““A(i,m)(Nm+l-N’)l +I 
i-0 tn=O 
= F(- I)-+l[ 
m=l 
i (- l)i(“t ‘) [A(i,m) +A(i,m- l),Nml]. 
-a'=*-1 
k+l 
= ,r ( - l)k+“‘+lA(k + 1, m)N” 1, 
??I=1 
by the lemma, which verifies the formula for k + 1, since A(k + 1, 0) = 0. 
Hence it is proved by induction. 
Consider next a transient chain and let zi be the number of times in 
state i. Let gG’ = M;[zt]. Then &’ = Nii. Consider then g@) 
= 2 #ik(Mk [zj"] + 2hfk [zj] ' &j) + &j 
k 
= P{M;[zj”]) + ~(PN)~Q + 1 
(I - P){g$‘} = 2Nd, - I. 
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By Condition A each column of gi:’ is a potential. Hence 
{g:;‘} = N(2N& - I). 
For the next application let E be any equilibrium set. Let wE be a 
function that is equal to the number of the last step out of E, or 0 if E 
is never reached. Let siE = Mi [wEI. Then 
SiE = hiE + 2 Pi#$ SRE 
k 
where JziE is the probability of ever reaching E from i. Thus 
(I - P)sE = l&E. 
By Condition A, .ss is a potential. Hence 
SE = Nh”. 
Finally, let E again be an equilibrium set and let yiE be the number 
of times in state j before the last step out of E. 
Let Nz = Mi [ yiE]. Then 
or 
(I - P)NE = {&jhjE}. 
By Condition A each column of NE is a potential. Hence 
NE = N{dijhjE} = {NijhjE} 
This result has the interesting consequence that 
Nz Nij 
E=- Nai Nai 
for any equilibrium set E. 
III. RECURRENT CHAINS 
THEOREM 1. (Mean Ergodic Theorem) P” is C, - summable to 
S,S2=S=PS=SP. 
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PROOF: Lrt 
s, = + [I + P + . . . + P”-‘1, 
PS.=S,+;;P”-I]=S,P. 
Let SeV - S be a convergent subsequence. 
Lim P.Say = Lim Sny = Lim S,. P. 
Y Y Y 
Since S, has bounded columns, 
PS = lim PS, = S, 
I’ 
.S=limSfluP>,SP, 
Sl < lim S,,, 1 = 1. 
Y 
Suppose 5, > (SP),. Then 
Sl > (SP)l = S(P1) = Sl, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, 
PS=S=SP, 
P”S=S=SP”, 
.s,s=s=ss,. 
Let Snw -, 5 on some other subsequence. 
S = lim SS,,fl = S.!?, by bounded columns. 
P 
S = SS similarly. 
S=lim.!$S>,SS. 
B 
S > SS similarly. 
Thus S >, 2 and .l? > S. Hence S, converges. S2 = S. 
THEOREM 2. All nonnegative superregzllar functions and measures for 
a recurrent chain are regular. 
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PROOF: Suppose that Ph<h, and h>O. h= Ph+f,f>O; 
hence h= P”h+ (I+ . . . + P”-l)f. If f # 0, then the right side 
tends to + 00, which is a contradiction. Hence h is regular. The proof 
for measures is similar. 
An important tool in studying recurrent chains is to watch the process 
only when it is in a given subset E. Let us arrange the transition matrix 
so that the states in E come first: 
P= 
Then PE = T + UNR, where N = (I - Q)-l (cf. [7], p. 114 ff). PE is 
again a recurrent chain, as is clear from the interpretation. It is sometimes 
convenient to think of Q as the transition matrix of a transient (actually 
absorbing) chain, and this suggests the notation N. 
LEMMA 1. I f  a no%negatizle function or measure is su$erregular for P, 
then the function restricted to E is superregular for PE, for any subset of 
states E. 
hl 
PROOF: Suppose that Ph < h. Let h = h 
i) 
in E 
in E * 
Then Th, + Uh2 < h,, and Rh, + Qh, < h,. Frim the second equation, 
(I - Q)h, > Rh, 3 0. Since Q is a transient chain, h, is super-regular for 
it, thus h, > NRh,. Thus PE h, = Th, + UNRh, < Th, + Uh, < 12,. 
The proof for measures is similar. 
LEMMA 2. A nomegative superreplar function for a two-state recurrent 
chain is a constant. 
with c > 0 and d > 0. 
Suppose that i 
0 
is super-regular. Then (1 - c)a + cb < a and 
da + (1 - d)b < b. Hence a = b. 
THEOREM 3. A pzonnegative superregular fulzctioti for a recurrelzt chaift 
must be a constant function. 
PROOF: By Theorem 2, the function is regular. Hence, by Lemma 1, 
restricted it is superregular for any PE. Choose E to be a two-element 
set, and then we see, by Lemma 2, that these two components must be 
the same. Since E can be any two element set, the theorem follows. 
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The dual of this theorem is: If tc is a nonnegative regular measure, 
then the only nonnegative superregular measures are multiples of u. 
We must still show that there always is a nonnegative regular measure 
for a recurrent chain. 
For simplicity we will restrict our considerations from now on to 
r~or~c~~lic hains, chains for which P converges to S (rather than being 
only C,-summable). 
DEFINITION. A recurrent chain is a (noncyclic) erpdic or positizlr 
recwrent chain if S # 0. If S = 0, the chain is null. Obviously, finite 
recurrent chains are ergodic. 
THEOREM 4. For atz ergodic chain there exists a #ositive regular measure CC 
This measure is finite, and it is unique except for a corcstant factor. 
PROOF: P” -* S # 0, and PS = S. Hence, by Theorem 3, each 
column of S is a constant. Thus S = la, for some measure a. But SP = S, 
hence a is a nonnegative regular measure. Since S f 0, u # 0, and 
hence - by regularity - it is actually positive. Sl < lim, P” 1 = 1, 
hence al < 1, thus a is a finite measure. But then, since P” has columns 
bounded by 1, a(lcr) = lim, al”’ = a, hence ctl = 1. Thus C-C is a prob- 
ability measure. 
For ergodic chains we normally use .4 as the symbol for the limit 
of P”. This matrix has the same positive probability measure a in each 
row, where Q is the limit of the probability of being in state i after n 
steps, and is independent of the starting state. 
THEOREM 5. For every recurrent chain there is a fiositizle regular 
measure. This meastire is wnique except for a constant factor, and is finite 
if a,nd only if the chain is ergodic. 
PROOF: Let P be the transition matrix of any recurrent chain, and 
let E be a finite set of states, and F a set obtained from E by adding one 
element. Then PE and PF are ergodic chains. Thus each has a positive 
regular measure, by Theorem 4; let us call these aE and aF. By Lemma 1, 
when aF is restricted to E, it is superregular for PE. Hence by the dual of 
Theorem 3 this restriction is proportional to aE, and we may choose aF 
so that its restriction to E agrees with uE. We now add states to F, one 
at a time, and form a new positive measure at each step, which agrees 
with the previous measure on previous sets. We thus arrive at a measure 
u on all states, whose restriction to finite sets H is regular for PH. 
If we introduce the decomposition of P employed above, and let aE 
be the restriction of u to E, then aE T < aE PE = aE. By letting the 
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set E increase, we obtain ctP < a. Hence, by Theorem 2, a is regular. 
It is positive, since each finite segment is. The uniqueness is given by 
the dual of Theorem 3. \\Te know that if P is ergodic, then a is a finite 
measure, by Theorem 4. Conversely, if a is a finite measure, then 
aS = lim,, aP” = a > 0, hence S # 0. 
THEOREM 6. (Law of Large Numbers) I/ P is ergo&c, md ah is 
finite, h >, 0 then 
n 
comerges to Ah. 
PROOF: Let a.h = c. Then as(“) = c, for all 42. Suppose that for 
a subsequence IS”, S’“J + s. Since the integral of the limit cannot 
exceed the limit of the integrals, Ah < s. And for the same reason 
as < lim, a.+ = c. Suppose that Ahf s, then c = aAh< as < c, 
which is a contradiction. Hence along each convergent subsequence we 
obtain Ah as a limit, and thus S(“) -Ah. 
Note: The restriction h > 0 is not necessary, since we may apply 
the theorem separately to h+ and to h-. 
THEOREM 7. If  ah is finite for a null chain, then S(“) + 0, (c.f. The- 
orem 6). 
PROOF: As in the previous theorem, it suffices to show the result 
for h > 0. 
N$‘/N$’ = (a&) (Nk’/&c’) < tck/o(i, hence the first factor above 
is bounded by (ah)/ai. The second factor tends to 0, by Theorem 1. 
Hence SC”) -+ 0. 
Lemma 3. I f  g is subregular or superregular, ag finite, then g is regular. 
PROOF: (I - P)g = f  ; f  > 0 or f  < 0. Since ag is finite, af = 0, 
hence f  = 0. 
LEMMA 4. If  g is sub or superregular, ag finite, thelz g = Ag (a constant). 
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PROOF: g is regular by Lemma 3. Thus g+ is superregular, and hence 
a constant, by Theorem 3. g- is a constant similarly ; hence 4” is constant. 
g = C’ 1, Ag = c(A1) = C’ 1. 
LEMM.~ 5. If  for an ergo&c P, P” h cortrerges to A, ami h > 0, therl 
A = 3/l. 
PROOF : Since p h ---f fz, P” + -4, we have Ah < h. 
Ph= PlimP”k<limP”‘lR=h and I; > 0. 
n w 
Hence by Theorem 3, h is a constant, and thus Ah = h. 0 < A@ - Ah) 
= A(h - h). But AL = A lim, P” h < Ah, hence A (/z - Ah) = 0. 
Since ii - .4h >, 0, this implies h = Ah. 
We will use a systems-theorem argument in the nest lemma, and 
again later in the paper: If X,, X,, , . . is a sequence of independent, 
identically-distributed random variables with finite mean M [Xl, and Y 
is a random variable with finite mean M [Y], we want to be able to 
conclude that the sum of the first Y X’s has mean M [Y] . M [Xl. A suffi- 
cient condition for this is that the decision to stop after X, should be 
made by the time the value of X, is known. (See Doob [4], p. 350.) 
More precisely, if on a given sample path X, is known on step s(n), and 
I’ = 2’ on this path, then the value of I’ should be known by step s(y). 
In the following lemma we start the process in state m, and X, is 
the number of times in state K between the rth and (Y + 1)th entry into j. 
If we want the mean of the total number of times in K between the first 
entry into j and the first return to j through i, we want the mean of 
x, + . . . + Xy where Y gives the number of times in j before reaching i. 
Thus M [Y] = iIv,,,j, and M [Xl = ‘Nik = ak/aj, and the sufficient 
condition is clearly satisfied. 
‘N,+,k + ‘Nik = iN,,,j - ak/ai + iN,,,k, i f  k. 
PROOF: The two sides compute the same quantity in two different 
ways. Each is the mean, starting in m, of the number of times in k as 
we reach j, oia i. This is a very general identity. (It assumes the conven- 
tion that ‘Nii = iNji = 0.) In particular if m = j, 
LEMMA 7. If  af is finite, then ONf is finite for any fixed state 0. 
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PROOF: 
yloNiklfkl <c [ONik + q)kllfkl = ON&i 2 ICCkfkl L 
k k 
by Lemma 6. This is finite if of is finite. 
k 
W:e now turn to potential theory for recurrent chains. Our first 
concern will be with theorems we can prove about all potentials. 
LEMMA 8. If  v  exists, and ,ul is finite, then ,ul = 0. 
PROOF: vi = lim,,, Zk ,uh A$’ is finite by hypothesis. , 
&yL CQ, 
Hence 
But 
(See [2], Theorem 5, p. 48.) Therefore, by dominated convergence, 
,d = & pk ’ 1 = 0. 
Dual: If g exists, af finite, then af = 0. 
From here on when we say “charge” we will mean a measure such 
that yl = 0, or a function f  such that af = 0. Indeed, we reserve these 
two letters to stand for charges, and v and g will always stand for the 
corresponding potentials. We will frequently make use of the fact that 
ONf is finite by Lemma 7. 
It will be convenient to place the following restriction on our chains. 
(We will show later that this is a very weak assumption.) 
c 
k 
(*I 
THEOREM 8. Under condition (*), for i, j # k, 
[(N&j - A@) - a&k + N$’ - Ng’] + “Nij. 
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PRooF : Let SC”) = [(NE - Nit’) ai/ak + VI:’ - A$‘]. 
TO be ShOWIl: SC") + kNi,. 
State: i k k k k k k k 
--._-/ -I __i -~-__/ -J- ,--~ --.-, +-- ~. 
-z-- --y&v 
Time: To T, T, T/‘, u, f’ (Pi + To) - 2 UL? 
T, C--- 
Let XT be the number of times in i in time-interval T. For i > (1, 
~(XT~) = a&k; t?(Y) = NjT’, 
&(X,0) = kNii; b(s) = Nk’, 
all these random variables have finite expectation. 
Ni? a&k = 8{xT, + XT, + . . . -t XT,), 
N$)c+k = ~{XT, + XT, -I- . . + XT,}, 
N~‘=~{XT,+XT,+ . . . +XT,-~+~V,}, 
N!f = ~{XT, + XT, + . . . + xTs _ 1 + xV,), 
.s(“) = ‘?{xT, - x”, + x,j 
= kNii + 2 [P6;’ - P$‘lkHlj * kNij * kNij, by (*). 
THEOREM 8. ‘& [N$) - N$]fk -+Zk ‘Nik fk, under condifion (*). 
PROOF: Let SC”) = N$) - NE + [N$,) - N$‘]GCk/c$, 
2 [N%-- Nb;/]fk = 2 SC”) fk. 
k k 
By Theorem 8, St”) -+ ONi,. 
js(n”,l < ONik + iNok + ;N,,,, $ = 2 ;N,,,, $ . 
Hence we have dominated convergence, since af is finite by hypothesis. 
THEOREM 10. g = ONf - lim, [P”(ONf)j, if this Jiimit exists. 
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PROOF: 
‘ONij - d;, if i, j, # 0 
zpijON,j= q/~ if i=O, j#O 
k I 0 if j=o 
I 2 (‘Nik - &,)fk = 2 ‘N;k fk - f .  I if i # 0 k+O k (PONf)i = 
I CZfk = -f. k#O 4 if i = 0. 
Thus (I - P) ONf = f. 
g = lim (I + . . . + P” - ‘)f = lim (I - P*)gNf. 
n--*02 n+a, 
THEOREM 11. Ulzder cotidition (*), if g exists, then 
(1) g=ONf+g,,l. 
(2) (I - P)g = f. 
(3) Pg -0. 
(4) BE g = g, if the support is colztained ilz E. 
PROOF: (1) follows from Theorem 9. (I- P)l =O, and (I - P)(ONf) = f, 
see Theorem 10. g= Pg+ f, from (l), henceg= P”g+ (I+. . . +P”-‘)f. 
But the second term tends to g, hence the first must go to 0, hence (2) 
and (3) hold. (BE ON)ii = ONii if j E E, and BE 1 = 1, hence (4) holds. 
Dual: Ifvexists, (1) v  =p"N + (vo/cq,)a, (2) v(I - P) =,u, (3) VP” -+O. 
Notes: 1. g = lim, (I + P + . . . + P+’ -l)f if and only if 
v = lim, j.@ + P + . . . + i)“-l); wherep = fTD-l 
v=gTD--l 
areduals. 
2. If g has property (2) for an integrable f, i.e., af is finite, then 
g = P”g + (I + P + . . . + P”-‘)f, and g is a potential 
if and only if P’ g ---f 0. 
Next we turn to conditions for the existence of potentials. We will 
first prove some theorems that hold for all recurrent chains, then some 
stronger results for ergodic chains, and finally even more useful results 
for strong ergodic chains. 
THEOREM 12. If lim,,, P”(ON) exists, then it has constant columns. 
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PROOF: .\ column of the limit is positive and superregular, hence 
constant. 
NOit~.’ ‘A’ii = ‘Hjj ‘Njj. 
DEFINITION. Oili = lim,Zk Pyk OHhi; ‘l’j = Olj ONii = lim, & Pink ONki 
DEFINITION. A chain is normal if for some fixed state 0 and all i, oi.i 
and ‘ij exist. [This condition implies (*).I 
THEOREM 13. If P is a normal chain, and for a gicen charge f, & ONkk jk 
is finite, then its $ote?ttial g exists, is bounded, a& g = [ON - 1 * o~~]f. 
PROOF: P”(ON) --f 1 . O.V, since P is normal. Also .Zk Pyk ONki < ONi,, 
hence we have dominated convergence in Theorem 10. Thus g exists 
and is [ON - 1 Oj*]f; pi - go = Zh ONik fk < Zb ONkk fk. Hence g is 
bounded. 
THEOREM 14. P is tzormal if and only if Goi und Ci, exist: then ‘ii, 
exists for all i, j and Gi, = iv?, and ONi; - ‘11i = - [Gii - G;o(aj/q)l. 
PROOF: 
Gij _ Gjo z = lim ” 
which is component i of the potential with charge 
1 
ccibo if i=O 
fj= -1 if i=i 
0 otherwise. 
Since this is of finite support, it exists if and only if Ovi does, and 
Gif - Gio (ai/%) = - [ON;i - Ovj]. H ence Goi = Ovi. Also Gii is the ith 
component of a potential with support E = {i, i}, hence it exists bv 
Theorem 13. Hence, replacing state 0 by state i, we obtain that ‘rpj exists 
(bv the above argument), and Gii = ‘vi. Thus 
Gij = ilj iNij; Cii = %cji = i& iNi+ 
Notd: The relation between G and [Gij - Gio(ai/q,)] will be devel- 
oped later. 
COROLLARY. If P is normal, &ONkk fk is finite, then g = - Gf. 
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We are now ready to prove the key existence theorem. 
THEOREM 15. If P is normal, f a weak charge, thew g exists, is bounded, 
and g = - Gf. 
PROOF: 
~oNkkf~=~~~~~+c,)t= $2‘(fkak)Gk,+ z&fk. 
k k k k 
The first term is finite since ,uG is, and second since Gf is. Hence 
Theorem 14 and Corollary are applicable. 
Dual: If P is normal, ,u a weak charge, then v exists, is bounded by a 
multiple of u, and ,u = - YC. 
Duality assures that if f is a weak charge for P, then ,LA is a weak 
charge p. But we can actually show that ,u is a weak charge for P as well: 
Hence 2i Cii jfil < Zi ‘Njj Ifii, which is finite for a weak charge; and 
Zi I/L;] Cii < Zi ‘Nii( Ipil/G)Mi = ai Z; ‘Nii Ifil, which is also finite. 
THEOREM 16. If P”BE converges, thert the limit is liZE, where AE is a 
nonnegative measure, 0 on i?, and AE has total measure < 1. 
PROOF: The limit has positive superregular functions as columns. 
Hence each column is a constant. P”BE -, ME, clearly 0 on ,?, 
(lAE)l < lim,, P”BEl = lim, P”1 = 1. Thus AE 1 < 1. 
THEOREM 17. If P is normal, g a bounded fiotential with support in E, 
AE exists and is a probability measzcre, then AEg = 0. 
PROOF: By Theorem 11, P”B”g = P”g, and this tends to 0. By 
Theorem 16, FBE -+ ME, and by hypothesis AE is a probability measure 
and g is bounded. Hence P”B”g -+ lilEg. 
This is a generalization of ag = 0. Namely, under the given condi- 
tions g is bounded, hence ag is finite. If P is ergodic and E is the whole 
space, then BE = I, and hence IE = a. Unfortunately, LE need not be 
a probability vector. For example, if P is null and E is the entire space, 
then AE = 0. If 1” exists and is a probability vector, we say that E is 
a small set. 
THEOREM 18. (Balayage)l If E is a small set, and x is a function 
bounded on E, then there is a unique potential with szlpport in E that differs 
from BEx by a constant. 
1 The correct form of Balayage for recurrent chains was suggested to us by 
W. S. Mullin, an undergraduate research assistant. 
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PROOF: Let / = (I - P)BEx; f has support in E. 
(I$ . . . + P-l)f = (I - P)B%, 
g = BEx - lim P”BEx = BE% - 1. (Px), 
FL 
since P*BE ---f 1. AE and AE is a probability vector which is 0 on J!? and x 
is bounded on E. Hence g is such a potential. The uniqueness follows 
from the fact that the difference of two such potentials is a constant 
potential. By Theorem 11, P” times it goes to 0, hence the differ- 
ence is 0. 
COROLLARY 1. If E is a small set, g is a bonded potential with supfiort 
in E if and ody if (1) g is bomded, (2) g is regular on E, and (3) AEg = 0. 
PROOF: If g is a bounded potential with support in E, then (1) and (2) 
hold. By the theorem, BEg - 1 * AEg is the unique such potential; 
BEg = g, hence jlEg = 0. Conversely, if (1) - (3) hold, BEg - 1. IEg = g 
is a potential by the theorem. 
THEOREM 19. If P is normal, then adding a point to a small set yields 
a small set. 
PROOF: Let E = F u {i}. Let j E F, j + i, H = {i, j}. Let BzkE = 
Pr, (after FZ steps first entry in E is at k). 
B$H = 2 (Bif - Bft;E@k)iHkj. 
RtzF 
2 nH Bzif: ‘Hki - Boj 
~3~ = k EF --. 
2 fGiHki 
keF 
rtH Tf F is small, B$ - &“. Since P is normal, B,; --f “Ai. 
(2) 
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Hence AE exists. It has total measure one, since by (1): 
akE = akF - aiEsks 
COROLLARY. In a normal chain all finite sets are small. 
PROOF: In a normal chain ‘5 exists for all i, j, by Theorem 14. 
Hence all two-point sets are small. Hence by the theorem. 
THEOREM 20. ~~~ a normal chairs, if xk ‘Nkk tii is finite for all j, then 
AE exists and the columns of BE - HE are potentials with support in E. 
PROOF: By Theorem 13, 
lim(I+ . . . +P-l) 
n co’” :) 
exists. But this is lim, (I - P”)BE, and see Theorem 16. 
THEOREM 21, If P is normal, E c F and F is small, then lE = JF BE. 
PROOF: BE = BF BE, hence P” BE = lrZF BE, since LF has total 
measure 1 and BE has bounded columns. Hence the theorem follows 
from Theorem 16. 
COROLLARY. A subset of a small set is small. 
PROOF; Let F be small, E C F. 
ilEl = AFBE1 = AFl = 1. 
\Ve will now develop the principle of condensers for normal recurrent 
chains. This requires a function h that is 1 on a set E and 0 on a set F, 
and such that the charge f = (I - P)h has its positive values in E and 
its negative values in F. 
In the transient case we were able to choose h to be a potential. In the 
recurrent case we have to allow that h be a potential plus a constant, 
hi = gi + c. In the transient chain the restriction was that E be an 
equilibrium set ; in the recurrent case we shall require that E u F be a 
small set. We shall use the obvious notation “& = ZieE kEUF. 
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The esistence and uniqueness of the function h follows from The- 
orem 18. This theorem also gives us the value of the constant, c = FAE. 
(We need only choose the function x to be 1 on E and 0 on F.) We also 
obtain 
for i in E, 
for i in I; 
where R is an entry probability, computed ignoring the initial position. 
To define the capacity of a set, we would need an equilibrium poten- 
tial, i.e., choosing F empty in the above construction. This is impossible 
in the recurrent case. However, we can define a capacity for E, relative 
to F, by integrating the above charge over E. 
This expression does not make it clear that CF satisfies the conditions 
for a capacity. However, since LX/ = 0, 
CF(E) = - 2 orifi = 2 h FRiE, 
isF iCF 
which is a combination of entry-probabilities for the absorbing chain 
obtained by making the states in F absorbing.” 
The natural analogue of the transient definition of energ.v is: 
Hence the treatment of this energy can be led back to that for transient 
chains. It is worth noting from the proof of Lemma 7 that 
= 2 ONiif; * a(fl 
2 A definition of capacity applicable for a special class of recurrent chains will 
appear in a forthcoming paper by Frank Spitzer. His definition agrees with the 
classical one for two-dimensional random walks. 
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and thus the energy is always finite for weak charges: By an obvious 
generalization of this we see that we can introduce the “scalar product” 
(g, g) = $(i@ + ,@), which is always finite for weak charges. 
By an argument similar to that used in [7], p. 86, we obtain, letting 
__ - 
Cw,(f, f) = lim (l/n) Cov,(Sf, SjL 
(g, 8 = ii P%K n + P/l, 
which is the average of the limiting covariance and of the covariance in 
equilibrium (since a/ = a/ = 0). 
I(g) = (6 g) = i$~V~cc(f) + Pf . 
Although the existence of G and C is equivalent to normalcy, certain 
combinations of components of these matrices can be shown to exist 
under the apparently weaker condition (*). 
THEOREM 22. Under (*) 
GikQi ak + Gkj - Gii = kNij, 
ai Ckj - Cif + Cik G = kN;i. 
PROOF: Both of these formulas are equivalent to Theorem 8. (Note: 
The theorem holds for i = k and j = k if we let ‘Nki = ‘N;k = 0.) 
COROLLARY 1. Under (*), 
Gikz f Gki = kNii, 
cik t + cki = kNii. 
PROOF: Let i = j. 
COROLLARY 2. Ulzder (*), if for fixed j, Cij - C, is finite for all i, 
ad if for fixed i, G, - Gio * cQ+, is finite for all j, then the chain is Izormal. 
PROOF: By Theorems 14 and 22. 
COROLLARY 3. In a normal chain, Gii - Ga * c+q, is bomded in i. 
PROOF: IGij - GioaJ~l = IGoi - "Nijj <Goi + ONif. 
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Dual: In a normal chain lCii - &,I, as a function of j, is bounded 
by a multiple of cc. 
COROLL.\RY 4. In a normal chai92, I( - (Cf),l is finite, if ccf is firzife. 
PROOF: 
where B is the bound given by Corollary 3. 
To guarantee the existence of a potential for a normal chain, we had 
to verify not only that the answer, - ,uC is finite, but also that Cf is 
finite. C.orollary 4 shows that it suffices if one component of this function 
is finite. 
Dual: If one component of ,uG is finite, then the entire measure is 
finite. 
THEOREM 23. (Point of Symmetry) I f  for three states i, i, 0, Pj:’ = P$ 
JOY all 11, then Cij exists and C;i = iHio”Njy. 
PROOF: Let fit’ be the probability that 0 is reached from j for the 
first time on step fi. 
N;;’ = ON,!;) + i f,!;‘N$ - k, 
k-l 
m 
N!.;) = ON:) + cfj$N$ - ') 
k=l 
and f$’ = f$‘. 
Thus 
(,.i, = lim [Ng’ _ NC)] = lh [ON,!)) _ ON!;‘] 
n n 
= “Nji - ONii = (1 - Of&) ONji 
1 fHio “N+j. 
Corollary 3 could have been obtained more easily by noting that for 
fixed j and k, Gii - G;&CQ is the potential whose support is {j, k), 
with fj = - 1 and fk = aj/ak. Since f  is of finite support, the potential 
is bounded, by Theorem 15. 
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Dually, for fixed i and k, Cij - Ckj is the left-potential with support 
(i, k} and ,u; = - 1, /lk = + 1. 
If we let g; = Gii - Gikui/uk and apply Theorem 11, we see that g 
is a bounded function that is regular everywhere except at j and at k. 
Let us conclude this section by summarizing that we know about C. 
(Dual remarks apply to G.) 
Hence C is the limit of a bounded sequence, and we need only some 
assurance that it does not oscillate. 
Evgodic Chains 
THEOREM 24. If P is ergo&c, al = 1, then 0 < [N,!;’ - Ng’] < Mii 
and Ii%,, [N!‘f’ - N$‘] = M..a,. 11 $7 1 
PROOF : Ng’ - N $‘= zF= ofif) [@) - Njr - k’], where N!?’ = (j 11 
if m < 0. 0 < N$” - Ng’ is obvious. Since N!‘!) - N!yWR’ < k, therefore 
N;;’ - Nj;’ < Zk*s o fii (” . k = Mij. For fixed’\ NC;- N!‘!-‘1 -,k.a. 
hence by dominated convergence, N,!;’ - N$)i z,+fb * kai 2 Mii * ai. 
1’ 
COROLLARY 1. All ergodic chailts are normal, and Cij = Miiaj. 
This theorem could also be proved by means of the Renewal Theorem 
(see Feller [5], p. 306). Let u,, = N,!;’ - N$‘), a, = probability that first 
return to j is in n steps, b, = probability of ?zot reaching i from i in tz 
steps. Then u,=b,+aOq,+a,u,-l+ . . . +a,u,. &a, = 1, 
Z,,na, = l/ail L’,b, = M,. Hence, by the renewal theorem, U, + M;iaj. 
But in the null case, Z,,na, = + 00, and .Z,,b+, = + 00, hence the 
renewal theorem is not applicable. 
COROLLARY 2. If P is ergodic, ,uC finite, then v exists and v = - pC. 
PROOF: 
IN + p + . . . + Pa)]; = 2’ ,ukNg’ 
k 
= - 2 ,,& [N;’ - NE’], since ,ul = 0. 
k 
N$’ - NC’ < Mk;, 2 pk Mki = (Ilc)i/ai is finite. 
k 
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Hence, b!, dominated convergence, 
Dual: If P is ergodic, and Gf is finite, then g exists and g = - Gj. 
While in a null normal chain we need the additional information that 
Cf (or PC) is finite, for an ergodic chain it suffices to know that the charge 
is in the domain of the potential operator. But if we do have the addi- 
tional information, then we know that the potential is bounded (or 
bounded b!, a multiple of cz in the case of measures). 
COROLL;\RT 3. I f  P is ergo&c, 
Mik + Mki - Mij = kNiiltCi 
Mik f  Mki = kNii,ai. 
COROLLARY 4. Ci(Cii - Ckj) = 0, if P is ergo&c. 
PROOF: 
2 (Cii - ckj) = 2 (cik 2 - 1N,j) = 2 - Mik = O. 
i i 
Dual: .Ziai [Gii - G;k * aj/ak] = O. 
COROLLARY 5. If  ?G and TL’ are two @robability measures such that 
TCM ad .z’M are filzite, thea (nM - n’M)aT. 
PROOF: [(n - n’)M]al‘ = [(x - n’)C]l, and this can be written as a 
sum of terms of the form ,Zj(Cij - Chi). Hence by Corollary 4. . 
DEFINITION. Let i: = (Gij - Gio * ail%}. 
LEMMA 10. In an ergo&c chain all sets are small, 
LE = aBE, and G = - (I - A) ON. 
PROOF: P” + A and BE is bounded, hence P” BE -+ ABE ; 
AEl = aBEl = al = 1. Hence E is small and the first formula follows. 
The second formula follows from Theorem 14, similarly. 
LEMMA 11. If  g exists and ag is finite, lhen ag = 0, g = (I- -d)ONi = -Gf. 
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PROOF. P“g + 0, hence by Theorem 6, 0 = lim,, SC”) = (c&l. 
by Theorem 11. 
O=ag=ctONf+go; 
Therefore, 
go= -aONf, g = (I - A)ONf. 
Hence g = - C?f = - Gf, by Lemma 10, and since af = 0. 
We shall show by an example that g may exist and yet erg and Gf 
not be defined. (See examples.) 
THEOREM 25. Ilz an ergo&c chain, if ug = 0, then g is a potential, 
g = --cf. 
PROOF: Suppose ag = 0. Let f = (I - P)g. Then af = 0. 
We will next show that Gf is finite: 
Gf = Gf = - (I - A)OIVf = - (I - A)‘YV[(I - P)g]. 
ON(I - P) = I - leo,, where so puts weight one on 0, 0 elsewhere, by 
a simple computation. OIVg is finite, since ag = 0. Hence OiV[(I - P)g] 
= g - g,l. Thus a times it is finite. Gf = - (I - A) (g - gal) = - g. 
Thus Gf is finite, hence by Theorem 24, Corollary 2, g = - Gf is the 
potential of the charge f. 
COROLLARY 1. If uh is finite, (I - P)h = f, then h = Ah - Gf. 
PROOF: a(h - Ah) = 0, and (I - P)(h - Ah) = f. Hence by 
Theorem 25. 
Thus integrable potentials (ag finite) are precisely those integrable 
functions whose integral is 0. 
COROLLARY 2. If ah is fide, (I - P)h = f, then BFh = h - FNf, 
lFh = ah - aFNf. (If the suflport of f is contained in F, theelz “Nf = 0.) 
PROOF: By Corollary 1, h = Ah + g; g = - Gf = (I - A)ONf is a 
potential. 
BFh = Ah + BFg = Ah + (B” - A)“Nf. 
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But BF ON = ON - FN, by an obvious probability argument. Therefore 
BFh = h - FNf. 
AFh = a * BFh = ah - aFNj. 
COROLLARY 3. (Balayage) If ah is fide in an ergodic chain, there is CL 
potential g with ybport ilz F, which differs from h by a constant on F. 
And g is ,unique. 
PROOF: Let g = (I - A)BFh = B’h -- (AFIz)l. This differs from k 
by the constant lFh on F. 
x,< = 0, hence it is a potential. 
hence the support is in F. 
If there were two such potentials, their difference would be a potential 
which is constant on its support. Hence, by Theorem 11, parts (4), (3), 
the difference is 0. 
Note: The Theorem and Corollary 3 are strengthened \Tersions of 
Theorems 17 and 18, for ergodic chains. In the ergodic case we may 
choose as E the entire space, hence AE == a; and ah finite is sufficient for 
Balayage. 
C,OROLLART 4. If P is ergo&c, h >, 0, (I - P)h = f, aj = I), and Gf 
fkite, then ah is finite. 
PROOF: h= Pnh+ (I+ P+ . . . + I?‘-‘)f. The second term 
converges, by Theorem 24, Corollary 8. Hence Pnh converges, and 
Ah < lim, P”h. 
As an application of these corollaries, let us consider the function ‘HiE, 
expressing the probability that a set E is reached before a disjoint set F. 
If we abbreviate this vector by h, we know that h is bounded, hence ah 
is finite. Therefore, by Corollary 1, h = Ah - Gf. But ah = lim, P”h, 
which we may call F& analogously to our previous notation. Thus we 
see that the function {FHiE - FLE} is a potential, which generalizes 
Theorem 20, for ergodic chains. The charge fi = ERiF on E, - FRiE 
on F, and 0 otherwise. 
Sometimes the reduction of a quantity to an absorbing chain quantit!. 
is much simpler. For example, the kth moment of the time to reach 0 
is the potential giving the absorption time in the chain with 0 made 
absorbing. 
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Thus the formula given for these moments earlier gives the moments 
of the first passage times. One point is especially worth observing. If fk 
is the function giving the kth moments, fk+l is finite if and only if ONfk 
is finite. The (k + 1)st moment of the time to return to state 0 is 
ZiiP()if~ + ‘, which is finite just exactly when &P,(ONfk)i = (@)/x~ 
is finite. Thus the finiteness of afk, of the “kth moment of reaching a 
state in equilibrium,” is equivalent to the existence of the (k + I)st 
moment to return to a state, and it implies the existence of all (k + 1)st 
moments. This gives us a method of classifying chains that are “more 
and more ergodic.” Chains for which afl is finite, called strong ergodic 
chains, are discussed below. 
From the formula for fk, we obtain - letting Yk stand for the kth 
moment of the return time: 
Y. = 1; Y “+* 
\Ve omit the lengthy but routine computation. 
THEOREM 26. iii = Mii/(M,, + Mji) for an ergodic chain. 
PROOF: 
by Theorem 14. 
by Theorem 24 and Corollary 3. 
THEOREM 27. ii" = o!,&;~, for an ergodic chain. 
; N = (I - Q)-’ 
Let i? = (I, UN). Then B = DBTDpl. 
(a%)’ = (lTBTD-‘)T = D-lB1 
(Bl)i = z&E. 
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~‘ote: ZiE is mean time to return from i E E to E 
Special Cases. 
THEOREM 2X. I f  P is ergodic, thekz 
(I - P)C = ‘4 - I. 
PROOF: 
C = MD-‘, 
(I- P)M = E - D, 
(I - P)C = (E - D)D-1 = ,-l -- 1. 
Dual: If P is ergodic, then G(I - P) = A - I 
.I‘HEOREM 29. For an ergodic chain, C is characterized by the foLlowir& 
foru properties: 
(1) (I - P)C = A - I. 
(2) The difference of two columns of CD is bounded. 
(3) The difference of two rows of C is a left potential. 
(4) C& = 0. 
PROOF: The first property was just shown. CD is M, and boundedness 
follows from the fact that Mii < Mio + Moi. The measure Cij - Co? 
is the left-potential of the charge with ,D,, = 1, and ,u! = -- 1. Cdg = 0 
by definition. Hence C has all these properties. 
Suppose that a matrix X has all these properties. Then any column 
of S - C is regular by (1). The difference of two columns of (X - C)D 
is a bounded regular function, by (?I), hence it is a constant. 
(Xij - Cii)/ai - (Xi0 - CiO)/q, = b, where b does not depend on i. 
q = Xij - X,i = Cij - C,i + (Xi0 - CiO) * ail%; using (4). 
Since, by (3), Y is a left potential, VP” ---f 0. But {Cij - Coi} has 
the same property, and aP” = u. Hence Xi0 =C,. Since i and 0 were 
arbitrary states, X = C. 
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The following summary of our results may be helpful. We consider 
the set of states as a denumerable measure space, with finite total 
measure given by a. A function /z is integrable if ah is finite. We restrict 
our attention to integrable functions. 
This point of view is useful, e.g., in applying the mean ergodic theorem 
to prove that F’S is C,-summable to ah for an integrable function. 
We know that an integrable function is uniquely representable as 
the sum of a constant and a potential. The constant is the integral of 
the function. Hence an integrable function is a potential if and only if 
its integral is 0. 
The operator (I - P) maps the space 9 of integrable functions on 
a subspace V of charges. All elements of this subspace are integrable 
and have integral 0. However, it does not contain all functions of 
integral 0 (see Examples). The inverse mapping - G, the potential 
operator, has k(l as its domain among functions of integral 0, and its range 
is the space of all integrable potentials. Hence - G[(I - P)h] is the 
potential part of It. Or if we restrict ourselves to integrable potentials, 
then (I - P) is a one-one mapping onto a subspace, and - G is the inverse 
mapping. 
Strong Ergodic Chains 
LEMMA 12. a&'= ajt?. 
PROOF: 
fiaj = 2 a&ii = 2 akiNki 
i i,k 
= Mmj. 
COROLLARY. P is strong ergodic if and only if P is strong ergodic. 
THEOREM 30. If  P is strong ergodic, f  bdd, then Gf is finite. 
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PROOF: 
C = MD-l, 
G = D&F-l = i@TD-’ 
G- 1 = aTaT = (a&f)T; 
finite in strong ergodic case, by Lemma 12. 
COROLLARY. If f  is bdd, P is strong ergo&c, then g = - Gf exists. 
DEFINITION. 2 = #z:zo(P - A)“. (This matrix was used as the 
fundamental matrix for finite ergodic chains in [7].) 
THEVREM 31. Z exists if and only if the chain is strong ergo&, and iu 
that case Z z -4 - (I - A)C. 
PROOF: Since (I - A)1 = 0, each row may be used as a charge. 
Since aM is finite, aC = aMD-l is also, and hence each row of - (I - -4)C 
is a left-potential. Therefore - (I - .4)C = E,“= a(I - A)P” = 2 - A. 
Hence in a strong ergodic chain Z exists, and has the indicated form. 
Conversely, if Z exists, 
(aC)j < Lim [a&V:’ - NE’)] = Zij - aj, 
n 
hence the chain is strong ergodic. 
C.OROLLXRY. 012 = a, and (I - P)Z = I - A. 
THEOREM 34. Z is the unique right &terse of (I - P + A) for which 
a2 is finite. 
PROOF: (I - P)Z = I - A, and AZ = A, by the Corollary, hence 
Zisarightinverseof(I--+A), and a.Z is finite. Suppose 2 is another 
such inverse : (I - P + A)2 = I, and AZ is finite, hence multiplying 
byA,AZ=A,andthus(I-P)Z=I-A. Hence(I-P)(Z--z)=O, 
and a(Z - 2) = 0. Thus, by Lemma 4, Z - Z = A(2 - 2) = 0. 
THEOREM 33. Z is a two-sided imerse of (I - P + A), 21 = 1, and 
Z = A - G(I - A). 
PROOF: a(1 - A) = 0, and each column of I - A is bounded, hence 
these columns are potential charges in a strong ergodic chain. Let 
Z = A - G(I - A). Since Gl is finite, we may multiply by 1. Therefore, 
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Zl = 1. Similarly, Z(1 - P) = - G(I - P) = I - A, by Thereom 28. 
Therefore, ,?(I - P + A) = I, 2 is a left inverse. But the way 2 was 
obtained from a potential, 
Z=A+CP”(I-A)=A$-C(pn--A)=z. 
” n 
THEOREM 34. Z may be used as either the right or left potelztial operator. 
PROOF: If g = - Gf then g = [A - G(I - A)]f = Zf. The dual 
result is similar. 
If we are interested only in the space of functions such that ctf is finite, 
it is convenient to choose a new basis. 
b&o) = L die, b;(“) = &, - M” die if n> 0. 
a, cb 
If af is finite, /i = 
ctf if i = 0 
fi if i>O in the new coordinates. The subspace 
of vectors such that uf = 0 is characterized by j, = 0. 
Suppose T is an operator on our original space. 
j>O:(T)ii= Tii- 
i 
_ ‘zzTko i=O 
(T)io = (2) = t k 
Tie 
i>O 
or, 
I 
40 if i zzz 0 
P)ij = 
MI% if i>O, j=O 
$1’ _ $I$)% ‘I if 
or, 
i, j # 0. 
i=o 
i>O 
Hence p - 0. 
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P is like the transition matrix of an absorbing chain. If we let Q be 
the “transient chain,” Qij = Pij - Pioaj,/~, i, i > 0, then the potential 
operator Gij = G,i - G;eaj/+, = ZnQn. 
If Q$ = P,i - P,j is the dual operator, then c;ij = Cif - Cej = Z,,Q*” 
and Q* = DQD-I, which explains the relation between C and G. 
Z,j = Zii - Z;o(aj/Q) = - G;j, w en considered as an operator on h 
the space of integrable functions. But Z;j = Z;i - Z,j = - Cij as an 
operator on finite measures. That is why Z can be used as a two-sided 
potential operator for strong ergodic chains. 
If we consider Q and Q* as operators on their respective spaces, and 
assume that there are only finitely many nonzero entries in the roa’s 
and columns of P, then G is a two-sided inverse of (I - Q), and c of 
(I - Q*). Hence G (or C) plays the role of N if we think of P as the 
transition matrix of an absorbing chain. Of course, the entries of P may 
be negative. The analogy is poor for null chains, but for ergodic chains 
Pl = 1. And if we take this pseudo-interpretation for ergodic chains, 
then a strong ergodic chain is an absorbing chain with finite absorption 
time, since Gl is finite. 
I\:. A CLASS OF EXAMPLES 
Consider the following stochastic processes. A subject attempts to 
perform a sequence of tasks, numbered 1, 2, 3,. . . . He has probability pi 
of succeeding in task i. If he fails in a given task, he must start all 
over again. Let sa be the state of having just failed a task, while si 
indicates i consecutive successes. We have a denumerable Marko\v chain 
with transition probabilities : 
Pi+1 if j=i+1 
pij = qi+l = 1 -fii+i if j=o 
0 otherwise. 
Let a; =ni,ipk, with a.s = 1. Since these are monotone decreasing, 
a m = limi-, Gli > 0 exists. 
I 
Ctj-lpj = Gcj if j>O 
)jlakPkj = 
k c 
akqk+l = 2 (ak - ak+l) = c$ - am if i = " 
k k 
Hence a = {a+) is a fixed vector if and only if a, = 0. 
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If i < j, OHii = aJai, hence aj = Ol?ef and e, = a,. Thus the chain 
is transient if and only if a, > 0. 
Let oi = ZiIAak, with o. = 0, crm = limi+a, 0;. We can now classify 
these chains. 
1. If a, > 0, the chain is transient. a is a superregular measure. 
2. If a, = 0, then the chain is recurrent, and a is a regular measure. 
A. If (T, = + 00, the chain is null. 
B. If (T, is finite, the chain is ergodic, and {a&,} is the normalized 
regular measure (vector of limiting probabilities). We will 
show below that &kak being finite is the condition for a strong 
ergodic chain. 
Let us consider the reverse process, using a to reverse P. 
if i=j+1 
if i=o 
otherwise 
z i 1 if i>O P;j = i 1 -am if i = 0. 
The process moves steadily to the left till it reaches 0, then it is re- 
distributed among all the states, having probability a, of escaping. 
Hence it is transient if and only if P is transient. 
Transied Exam#les 
Let us assume a, > 0. 
if i<j 
Hij = 
I-5 if 
cci 
i >j. 
ej=s, hence 
ai 
Njj2L. 
am 
ai - if 
am 
i<j 
Nij = 
cci ai if --- 
am oci 
i > j. 
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(Note: The columns of N tend to 0.) Therefore, if a potential g exists, 
(*) 
Let S = (l/a,)Z&j. 
fi does sot have columns going to 0. For a potential of this reverse chain, 
gi = 2 IG’ijfj = s - 2 fj. (**) 
i j>i 
In either case, g is finite if af is finite. 
Let us illustrate some of the basic principles. First we choose the 
equilibrium principle. Let E be a finite set, m its maximum element. 
- 
fi = eiE = x 
if i=m 
1 0 otherwise. 
Then from (*), 
gi = 
I 
1 - % = viE if i>m 
cci 
1 if i < m, including all of E. 
Since the process enters every infinite set infinitely often, there cannot 
be an equilibrium potential for an infinite E. Indeed, suppose there 
were one, then - by regularity on i? - it would be 1. 
a-1 
S - $ ,z ajfj = 1 for all i. 
I=0 
i = 0 yields S = 1, hence (l/aJ,i$&fi = 0 for all i, but S is the 
limit of this quantity. We have a contradiction, showing that no equilib- 
rium potential exists. 
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The reverse chain has probability 0 for being in any set infinitely 
often. Let E contain all states, 
f.,=eiE= 7 
1 
i=o \ 
i>O/’ 
Then, S = 1, ,Z’i >ifi = 0 always, and from (**) gi = 1 for all i. Hence 
we have an equilibrium potential for the set of all states. Next we 
compute the capacity of various sets for P. For a finite set E with maximal 
element m, C(E) = 2Y;heiE = ~(a,/~,,,) = a,. Hence all sets have 
capacity a,. We note that even though infinite sets have finite capacity, 
the process enters them infinitely often. This does not contradict 
Theorem 8 in Section II, since fi does not have columns going to 0. 
It shows that the theorem is false if this hypothesis is omitted. 
Since N has columns going to 0, the theorem is applicable to p. 
For this chain, let E be the entire space, C(E) = a,, - a, = aoo is finite. 
Hence we conclude that with probability 1 the chain terminates in a 
finite number of steps. 
Next we illustrate Balayage for P. Let g be a given potential, and E 
any set. We want to find a potential g with support E, such that g = g 
on E. Hence 
s-);‘j,=S- Cfj if iEE 
j>i j>i 
ji = 0 if iEi?;. 
Let a and b be consecutive elements of E. 
S-S+ zfj= L7jj. 
j>b izb 
Subtracting the second equation from the first, 
2 fj = jb. 
j-a+1 
This determines all but the first charge. But we have used only the 
pairwise differences of the equations, hence we must still assure some 
one equation. 
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If E is finite, let rn be its last element. Our last equation is 
S-S+ Cfj= rjj=o, 
j ,  ,n j >f” 
s=s- cr,. 
j>m 
If E is infinite, we use the limit of our equations as the extra condition. 
This yields S = S. This agrees with the above, with m = + 00. Using 
this convention, if i, is the first element of E, 
Thus there is a unique choice for i which satisfies the principle of 
Balayage. We have a game interpretation for 7, namely that /i is the 
expected amount we win starting in i E E before reentering E. This is 
clearly correct if j = b # i,. .4 longer computation shows that the same 
holds for ii.. 
We will next illustrate domination for p. For simplicity we let 0 E E. 
Let us suppose that / > 0 and, using (**), 
s - 2’ jj > s - 2 fj for .i E E 
iz-i i>i 
fi = 0 for iEE. 
For k E i?, let i be the last element of E preceding k. Since k > i, 
i E E, 
i>k i>i j>i i>k 
Hence the inequality also holds for k. 
Next we illustrate duality, by showing how a right potential for P 
corresponds to a left potential of i). 
Let f and g be given for P, g = Nf. 
i-1 
gi = s - $ 2 akfk. 
k=O 
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The corresponding p and v are given by 
j-1 
pj= fiai, vj = gjaj = a$ - 2 akfk. 
k=O 
as was to be shown. 
Finally we turn to energy. 
I(g) = ~,hgi = & (af)’ - 2 fi &“xkfk. 
i i=O k=O 
If we fix af and wish to minimize the energy, we want to put the 
charge as far out as possible. If E is finite, the charge is placed on the 
last state in E - hence g is proportional to the equilibrium potential. 
If E is infinite, the minimum is not taken on. As we noted before, in 
this case there is no equilibrium potential. 
Recurrent Exatqbles 
1 j>i 
1 iN.. - _ = 
11 - iRji aj - 
ai 
j < i. 
A null chain is “far out” after a long time has elapsed, hence 
0 
{ 
j>i 
“& = 
1 j< i. 
For an ergodic chain 
I l- (i - j)cri for ow j< i, by symmetry. 
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This is also correct for null chains, recalling that oa, = + CQ 
/ 
If Zjaifi = 0, then 
i-l 
u --~Gijfj=-~~jajf,-~,~ajfj. 
0) - 
i i 1=0 
(*I 
Let S = (l/a,)Z&fj. This is 0 for a null chain. Thus g,, = 0 for a 
null potential of this type. 
For the reverse chain: 
St = - 
l-Z+!f? 
co 
I 
aj a; -- 
eij = 
ai as, 
if j> i, by symmetry, 
ai -- 
aw 
iG2 
-. % _ =---- 
“i ) 
ai Cci ai 
jci 
am aj ar, 
I 
1+YL!$ j> i, 
Jo 
- 2 &fj = $ 2 Oifj - 2 (a, - S)f,j . (**) 
i [ ici j>i 
Also, 
(3 Cij Ui -___ jai 
C,i = iii”Nij = ~ 
am a-i am 
j< I. 
Note that C = G for a null chain of this type. For the original chain, if 
‘?$I& = 0, 
If we replace pi by fiai, we find that vi = giai, verifying duality. 
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For an ergodic chain, 
ai =-- 2 + $ 
[ 
if i>j * 
ai 1 
This is actually one of the easier ways of finding M for this chain. Note 
that &fii + Mji = a&q = Mii, if i > j. This is due to the fact that 
from i we can return to i only via j. 
MG = 2 z Mkj = : $ -& 2 (aa - ok) - (j + 1) 
k 
I k 
= s + $ c (k + l)ak - (i + l) 
1 k 
1 
=- 
am c 
kak + 2 - j. 
k 
I 
Let t = $2 kak. 
k 
Hence the chain is strong ergodic if and only if t is finite. In that case, 
Gih-t-i+-+, 
I 
k 
We can also verify that Z = A - (I - A)C, and that aZ = a, Zl = 1. 
This class of examples has the interesting feature that if we watch 
such a chain in a subset of the states, it is again an example of the class. 
Indeed, if j is the next watched state after i, we simply redefine several 
of the old tasks (i + 1, i + 2, . . ., j) to be a single task in the new 
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process. It is immediately seen that ai in the new process is the same as 
in the original chain. Hence by choosing the observed states “thinlJ-“, 
we can turn a null chain into an ergodic or even strongly ergodic chain. 
Some special examples are worthy of note. First, if task k is impossible 
(fi, = 0), then we have a chain that is in effect finite. \Ve have tci = o 
for i 3 k, hence the chain is strong ergodic - as all finite recurrent 
chains are. 
Nest, let us consider the repetition of a jibed task. Let 0 < p < I, 
C/ = 1 - p, and pi EG p. Then a, = p’, CT, = (1 - p’)/q, gor, = l/y. 
t = (l/am) Ek kak = p/q, hence the chain is strongly ergodic. 
.llij = l/(qpj) - [l/(&) if i < jj 
%ij = - i&J + [pi-j if j > ii. 
A1 simple Al example is obtained by choosing pi = i/(i + 1). Then 
,x, = l/(i -+ 1); a, ---f 0, but Z, a,, = + co, hence the chain is null. If 
this chain is watched in the set of states {i2}, it is ergodic, and watched 
in the states {i3} it is strong ergodic. 
Let us now turn to potentials. For the fixed task example let US 
choose f, = p/(q - p), fi = - (l/q)’ for i > 0. Then 
P 
af= ----- - /, r PL,. q-P .( 1 iz0 4. 
BY (*) ,g, = - jj vGiifi= -q xjpif, - $.A7@fi 
i I I=0 
= Pq2 
[ 
4 1.. 
k PI2 
lf z>o. 
q--P4 
The potential is unbounded. 
But we can also verify directly that g as given abo\,e is the potential 
of charge ,/. 
q* pi if j< IL 
pi;’ = pn if ; = 12 + i 
lo otherwise, 
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g; =c z PC’ fj = 2 
[ 
q 2‘ Pifj + Pnfn+ i 
n i ” j<tl I 
2 
= (qEp)2 - 
I 
’ ’ if -_ 
q--P Q” 
i>O . 1 
Let us next consider AE for a null chain. For simplicity, let 0 E E. 
Clearly, AE = 0 if i > 0, since the probability of being in a state beyond 
i after S. steps tends to 1 for a null chain. Hence E is small if and only 
if AoE = 1. 
Let K’ be the first state in E such that k’ > k. Then E is small if 
and only if Zk,o P$ ukg/ab + 0. Let 
pi = if (i - 1) is a power of 2 
otherwise. 
Let E consist of 0 and all powers of 2. Then or, = 1, ak = ak’ = l/k’ for 
k > 0. This is a null chain. Since ah’/& = 1, zk P$ ag/ak = 1 - Ps + 1. 
Hence LE = 0. This is an example of a set that is not small. It is in- 
teresting to note that since & ak’ = 3, PE is ergodic. With a minor 
modification we can have AEl = AoE take on an arbitrary value between 
0 and 1. 
This example shows that if E is not a small set, then AEg = 0 is 
not a sufficient condition for a bounded function to be a potential. Simply 
choose g = 1, then g is regular outside of E and bounded, .AEg = 0, 
but P”g t-, 0. 
Our next example is designed to show that af = 0 is not a sufficient 
condition for f  to be a charge. Suppose that in an ergodic chain h > 0, 
ah=+ca,f=(I--P)h,andaf=O. Then (I+...+P”-‘)f=(I-P”)h, 
and P”h + + 00. Hence f  is not a potential charge. This makes it 
easy to construct such examples: 
Let pi = (i/(i + 1))3/2. Then ui = (l/(i + 1))3/2 and the chain is ergodic. 
Choose hi = VZ: + 1. It is easy to verify that this choice has the necessary 
properties. 
For a null chain we will show that af = 0 and Gf finite does not 
assure that g = - Gf is a potential. Let us use the example above which 
had AE = 0. Let f ,  = 1, fi = - 1 for i > 1 and i E E, be the nonzero 
charges. Then af = 0, (- Gf); = - (l/q) ,ZizA qfj which is 0 for i = 0, 1 
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and - 2 otherwise. This function cannot be a potential since P” times 
it does not go to 0. We note that !tG = 2“, ,i~l,ai/ai = aj Z, .>, j, = - i~j, 
hence f is not a weak charge. 
For ergodic chains we know that among integrable functions potentials 
are characterized by the condition ag = 0 or ~1 = 0. The following 
esample shows that there esist nonintegrable potentials, 
Consider the Y~ZWS~ of the fixed task chain, with p = L/2, Here 
P 1 ,~ 1, i = 1, P@ = (l/q’+‘. \I:e may choose a, = (1 I?)‘+’ : this is the 
normalized fised vector. It is easily seen that the chain is not only strong 
ergodic, but all moments of the time to return to 0 (and hence all moments 
of the first passage times) are finite. 
\\-e will make use of a sequence of numbers {Si}, having three prop- 
erties : 
(1) The partial sums tend to 0. 
(2) The series of absolute values diverges. 
(3) .ZT= 0 /S, - Si + 11 is finite. 
Such a sequence may, e.g., be constructed as follows: 
(~,l,-l,~,~,-$,-~,~,-,$,-t,-b,-$ ,... 
where S, = 0, and then the nth “segment” consists of IL terms of l/n2 
followed by PP terms of - 1/+z2. 
The partial sums are at most l/n when the lzth segment is reached, 
hence (1) holds. The absolute sum of the nth segment is ;?/vz, hence (2) 
holds. The lzth segment contributes 4/n’ to the series of differences, 
hence (3) holds. 
Let p1 = Sj - Sj+l. ,ul is well defined by (3), and hence ,ML =L 
S, - lim, S, = 0. Thus ~1 is a left charge. 
Pbq.) = I&, ; P~“‘=rP~,P~‘=~a~Pjr:‘=a~, 
k k 
Thus A’;’ = hoi + ,+ta.. 1 
l’j = lim 
n 
+ 2 i(lk 
k=j 
= lim ,r (Sk - Sk + 1) @Of + (a - k)aj) + (Sj - .s 
n 
k=O 
=lim 60j(so-&,+1) +aj csk fs, 
n 
k=O 1 = sj, by (1). 
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Thus the potential exists, but, by (2), ~1 is not well defined, i.e., 1’ is 
not integrable. We can also verify here that although 1’ exists, ,uC is not 
well defined. 
This example is also a counterexample to a converse of the mean 
ergodic theorem. VP” 4 0 by Theorem 11, hence the mean ergodic 
theorem is applicable to u (thought of as a function), but v is not integrable. 
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